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ABSTRACT
In this project a simulation tool for HVDC networks as applied to offshore
wind farms is programmed based on its previously described analytical model.
The performance of this program is subsequently optimized through the
implementation of different numerical methods, modification of the algorithm
structure, or use of specific optimisation tools available in MATLAB®. Results
take the form of comparisons between the available options to perform the
simulation and conclusions on the nature of the mathematical model that can
be extracted from them.
RESUM
En aquest projecte una eina de simulació per a xarxes HVDC que inclouen parcs
eòlics marins ha estat programada en funció del seu model analític, descrit
anteriorment. El rendiment d’aquest programa es optimitzat posteriorment a
través de l’aplicació de diferents mètodes numèrics, modificació de l’estructura
algorítmica, o l’ús d’eines d’optimització específiques disponibles amb el
programa MATLAB. Els resultats prenen la forma de comparacions entre les
opcions disponibles per dur a terme la simulació i conclusions sobre la naturalesa
del model matemàtic que es pot extreure d’elles.
RESUMEN
En este proyecto una herramienta de simulación para redes HVDC que incluyen
parques eólicos marinos es programada en función de su modelo analítico,
descrito anteriormente. El rendimiento de este programa es optimizado
posteriormente a través de la aplicación de diferentes métodos numéricos,
modificación de la estructura algorítmica, o el uso de herramientas de
optimización específicas disponibles en MATLAB. Los resultados toman la forma
de comparaciones entre las opciones disponibles para llevar a cabo la simulación
y conclusiones sobre la naturaleza del modelo matemático que se puede extraer
de ellas.
vii

CHAPTER 1:
Introduction
1.1 Aim and goals of this project
The main purpose of this project is twofold. The first step will be to
develop, through MATLAB, a tool capable of modeling and simulating an HVDC
(High-Voltage Direct Current) network, as applied to offshore wind farms. Once
the created program and its results have been validated, the focus will shift to
trying to understand the mathematical characteristics of that particular model,
and the different numerical methods and optimisation tools that are available
and can be applied in order to improve its computer performance.
It is not the goal of this project to present the ultimate HVDC network simulation
tool, the fastest and most accurate for every situation; in part, simply because
this is not possible. Rather, the aim consists in studying and learning about the
problem, then analysing and comparing different methods and alternatives that
improve upon the original numerical implementation. Therefore, the final result
will be a presentation of an array of possibilities that, depending on the priorities
and detail of the mathematical model, and characteristics of the network being
simulated, among others, present themselves as the best available options.
1.2 Context and motivation
Growing world population and technological advancement have only made energy
in general, but especially electricity, a more important part of modern societies.
Fossil fuels and other non-renewable resources account for around 85% of the
world’s primary energy consumption, and over two thirds of the generated
electricity (IEA 2014).
However, interest in renewable resources for electricity production has been
steadily increasing, partly because of the instability and limited amout of fossil
fuels, and also due to both economic and environmental concerns associated with
1
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them. Aside from hydroelectricity, many renewable resources are just reaching
the stage where they are commercially viable at a large scale. As such, an overall
growth of over 16% in renewable energy used for power generation in 2013 is
not unexpected. Wind energy and solar power generation, with a 21 and 33%
increase in 2013, respectively, are the two fastest-growing renewable sources
(BP 2014).
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Figure 1.1: Power generation fuel shares, 1973 and 2012. Renewables
(”Other”) still account for a very small percentage. (IEA 2014)
1.2.1 Wind power and offshore wind farms
Wind power generation has presented itself as a viable large-scale alternative
to fossil fuels, as the cases of Germany and Spain prove, where its share in the
electricity generation mix is one of the largest if not biggest (GWEC 2015).
For the first time, in 2014 the annual installed wind power capacity surpassed
the 50 GW mark, bringing the total installed capacity close to 370 GW, see
Fig. 1.2. Six countries now have over 10 GW of installed capacity (China, the
US, Germany, Spain, India and the UK), which goes on to show how electricity
generation through wind farms is not just a future alternative, but a reality today.
The market forecast for the next few years predicts a continuation of the steady
growth present over the previous decade, with an installed capacity of around
700 GW by 2020 not being unreasonable, while China’s target of 200 GW installed
by 2020 likely to be surpassed. (GWEC 2015)
However, the area where the biggest relative growth is expected is in the
offshore segment of wind installations. Offshore wind farms present distinct
advantages to its onshore counterparts. In the first place, sea installations are
much less restricted by space constraints than ground-based wind parks, allowing
for larger farms. Secondly, acoustic, visual, and environmental impacts linked
2
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Figure 1.2: Worldwide wind installed capacity since 1997. 2014 was the
year with the most new installed capacity with over 51 GW. (GWEC 2015)
with offshore wind farms are of much lesser importance. Finally, production and
overall efficiency of wind turbines can be increased: wind speeds are generally
higher and increase faster with height; both wind direction and speed are more
constant, and the non-presence of obstacles decreases turbulences and helps
increase the turbines’ lifespan.
At the same time, offshore wind farms have some issues that hold back their
development: assembly and maintenance of the wind turbines themselves is
more expensive than on ground; the distances power needs to be transmitted
over are larger, implying higher costs and more network losses; and last but
not least, support structures and foundations or fixations to the seabed are very
expensive and not quite viable for deep seas.
This last is the main reason why the vast majority of offshore capacity installed
worldwide as of 2014 is located in shallow seas such as the Baltic and (especially)
the North Sea, including all countries with over 200 MW of installed capacity:
Sweden in the Baltic Sea; Belgium, Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands and
the UK (which leads all countries with 4.5 GW installed) in the North Sea. Across
the board, Europe accounts for 92% of the 8.7 GW offshore installed capacity
worldwide. See Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Offshore wind installations at the end of 2014 (Europe). (GWEC
2015)
Country Belgium Germany Denmark Finland Ireland NL Sweden UK Total
No. of farms 5 16 12 2 1 5 6 22 74
No. of turbines 182 258 513 9 7 124 91 1301 2488
Capacity installed [MW] 712 1049 1271 26 25 247 212 4494 8045
Most offshore wind turbines are anchored using monopile support structures;
these foundations are the most economically viable option, but only allow
anchoring for depths of up to 40 m. For deeper seabeds, floating methods not
quite ready for the large-scale market need to be used.
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1.2.2 HVDC transmission
One of the biggest challenges relating to power generation through renewable
energy sources is the distance between the points where the source can be
exploited and big centres of demand such as cities. This is especially true in
the case of offshore wind power. Longer distances mean a costlier transmission
network, and what might be more important, larger energy losses in the process.
For the past century AC networks have been the dominant electrical transmission
systems. While the advantages of AC transmission are the same as they
always were, and the use of low-priced high-efficiency transformers permitting
the increase or decrease of the transmission voltage is never going to be
possible for DC systems, the advent and rise of power electronics have made
DC transmissions a newly viable alternative.
DC networks compare favourably with AC networks on some points, many of
which are more important the longer the lines are: smaller number of conductors
required (monopolar or biploar against the three/four conductors in typical AC
lines); less insulation for the cables is needed, and in general the conductor can
be thinner due to the lack of skin effect, resulting in cheaper cables; greater
stability and speed control range, and almost non-existent interferences and
synchronizing issues (including the possibility of interconnecting asynchronous
systems). Conclusively, overall efficiency is higher owing to lower losses (i.e. no
dielectric losses, smaller Corona losses, in general no reactive power flow, etc.)
(Arrillaga 1998)
Figure 1.3: Multi-terminal HVDC network as applied to offshore wind farms.
The application of High-Voltage DC (HVDC; sometimes MVDC for Middle-Voltage
DC) networks for the integration of far-off sea-based wind farms with different
mainland AC grids has seen a spike in interest in recent years, its technical and
economical viability now being a reality, and with proposed projects such as
DESERTEC (a proposal to connect most Europe and septentrional Africa with
4
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HVDC lines, in order to distribute generated electricity from offshore wind parks
and CSP power plants installed in desert-like areas high in solar radiation), or the
North Sea Offshore Grid, a currently active proposal by the European Comission.
European Offshore Supergrid® Proposal8 9European Offshore Supergrid® Proposal
2.1  Europe’s Wind Resource
Europe is endowed with the world’s richest wind resources, mainly in the seas around its northern and western 
coasts. The volumes of wind flowing across the seas and landmass of Europe are vast and are sufficient in 
themselves to supply all the power demands of the European Union. The issue, as with any natural resource, 
is the availability of technology to access and exploit the resource at an economic cost and with acceptable 
environmental impact.
The technology for converting offshore wind to electricity has advanced to the point where it is not only 
technically efficient but fast becoming commercially competitive.  
‘Offshore wind meets the geo-political and environmental 
demands of a coherent and sustainable energy policy for 
Europe.’
Wind power can help make Europe independent of external fuel sources and can help to protect the European 
economy from the inevitable continual escalation in the price of hydrocarbons. It will enable Europe to meet, 
and exceed, its obligations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions without inflicting irreparable damage on the 
economy. 
The exploitation of this resource will be the means for keeping energy costs under control while at the same 
time creating a vibrant industrial sector based on Europe’s traditional strengths in engineering, technological 
innovation and infrastructure development.
2.2  The European Offshore Supergrid®
Airtricity’s proposal, the European Offshore Supergrid®, marries the technology of offshore wind with the latest 
transmission technology, to provide the EU with a clean, sustainable and secure supply of power indefinitely. 
In common with other natural resources, wind has its own particular characteristics in terms of physics and 
energy conversion. The most notable features are its limitless supply and fluctuating availability. The challenge 
in harnessing this energy supply is to overcome the problem of variability by ensuring a reliable source of 
power from wind.
‘The European Offshore Supergrid is a bridge to the future 
on which Europe determines its own destiny.’
In the vision offered here, the problem of variability is solved by exploiting the meteorological characteristics of 
the European weather system. At any given time, areas of high pressure are matched by areas of low pressure 
some hundreds of kilometres apart. In this way it can be said that regions negatively correlate with each other 
in terms of wind availability. In short, the wind is always blowing somewhere.
By building wind farms in the seas around Northern and Western Europe, as well as areas of the 
Mediterranean, it would become possible to harness the wind whenever it is blowing and transform it into  
a stable source of power. This exploitation of the negative correlation between regional weather systems turns 
a perceived disadvantage of wind into a strength.
Figure 1.4: Airtricity’s European Offshore Supergrid Proposal. (Airtricity
2006)
These proposed multi-terminal HVDC networks would consist of a meshed DC
grid ultimately allowing to connect offshore wind farms to the main AC grid.
The process of transforming the DC power into an Alternate Current waveform
(or inversely, from AC to DC) would be realized by Voltage-Source Converters
(VSCs), fast-switching (normally IGBT-based) power converters which regulate
the voltage in their DC capacitor and provide the required power where connected
with the main grid.
Fast switching device
DC Capacitor
Figure 1.5: Schematics of a Voltage Source Converter.
From the network’s point of view, a VSC can be seen as an independent current
source in parallel with a capacitor; this current can be both positive (if the
terminal injects power into the grid) or negative (when it consumes power)
(Flourentzou et al. 2006).
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1.3 Project Report outline
This project report is structured in 4 main chapters. The first and already seen
serves as an introduction to the rest of the project, and to give context to further
chapters.
Chapter 2 deals with the theoretical, mathematical model of an HVDC network
applied to an offshore wind-farm multi-terminal grid. Such a model consists
of four main parts: the transmission lines, the nodes and their respective
converters, the wind power production characteristics, and the control scheme.
Also in chapter 2 three examples of such networks are explained, which will be
used in ensuing chapters.
The next chapter, 3, explains how the theoretical model of the previous chapter
is programmed in MATLAB, and how to carry out a simulation with that program.
Following that, the results for an example case are presented. This chapter
serves to validate the MATLAB program.
After that, different possible implementations and numerical methods for the
mathematical model are analyzed in chapter 4. All different alternatives are
compared and contrasted with one another, and their benefits and limitations
weighted. Throughout the chapter the understanding of the analytical model is
continuously expanded.
A final conclusive chapter serves to summarize the outcome of the project,
especially the parts dealing with optimizations of the computer program, and
to encourage further research. The MATLAB programs themselves are appended
as Annex A, placed after the report bibliography.
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CHAPTER 2:
Modeling of an HVDC
network
2.1 Analytical model
A VSC-based HVDC network can be modeled as an electrical circuit, with each
VSC converter working as a current source in parallel with a capacitor; generating
terminals (i.e. wind farms) inject current while consuming VSCs, such as grid
stations, extract current. The value and behaviour of this current depends on the
internal control scheme and on other external limitations (imposed by the main
network controller, or by the wind power that can be generated at each moment
due to wind conditions, etc.). The lines can be considered as purely resistive, or
with inductance and/or capacitance. The overall system (transmission lines and
VSCs), after the application of Kirchhoff’s laws, can finally be expressed as a set
of coupled Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs).
2.1.1 HVDC lines
In the present case, the transmission lines are considered as having both a
capacitive and inductive component, aside from a natural resistance. Each line
connects two nodes (i and j); generally, each of these nodes can be a VSC (be
it a wind farm, or an AC grid-side station), or a ”hub” node, an intermediate
node that does not inject or absorb power from the network, just concentrates
or redirects its fluxes.
Line ij then, with length dij, connects node i to node j. The line has an inherent
resistance Rij and inductance Lij, as well as a capacitance Cij. Each of these
parameters in this model are constant and therefore independent of the current
flowing through the lines.
The line capacitance can be treated as two different capacitors with a reactance
value half that of the line capacitance, located at either end of the transmission
7
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Lij
Ei C
V SC
i
Rijiij
CV SCj Ej
Cij
1
2 Cij
1
2
Node jNode i
Figure 2.1: Equivalent circuit of a transmission line.
line, as seen in Fig. 2.1. This allows to consider the line capacitance as part of the
node capacitance, adding (half) the values of the line capacitances connecting to
a certain node to its VSC DC capacitance (or standing as the sole node capacitance
for non-VSC, hub nodes). Therefore, the capacitance at each node is computed
as:
Ci = CV SCi +
l∑
j=1
1
2Cij , (2.1)
for l, number of lines.
Considering the capacitances as part of the node dynamics, the general behaviour
of the lines are simplified. From Fig. 2.1, with the application of Kirchhoff’s
Voltage Law, the dynamics of a transmission line connecting nodes i and j are
given by
Ei = Ej +Rijiij + Lij
diij
dt
, (2.2)
where Rij and Lij are the resistance and inductance of each line, respectively.
Note that as considered in the figures and equations, iij = −iji.
Defining l as the total number of edges or transmission lines in the network, and
n as the total number of nodes, the inductance and resistance matrices Rl×l stand
as:
L = diag (Lij) ,
R = diag (Rij)
Then, the general transmission line dynamics can be expressed as:
L
di
dt
= −Ri+A⊤E, (2.3)
where A ∈ Rn×l is the incidence matrix. This matrix defines how the lines connect
to and from the different nodes: Aij = 1 if line j connects from node i, Aij =
−1 if line j connects to node i, and Aij = 0 for every other case, see Eq. 2.4
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(Dòria-Cerezo et al. 2003).
Aij =

1 if line j starts from node i
−1 if line j ends at node i
0 otherwise
(2.4)
2.1.2 Voltage Source Converters
The equivalent circuit of a VSC consists of a independent current source in parallel
with a capacitor, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2.
EiCi
ui
ii
Figure 2.2: Equivalent model for a VSC.
Similarly to the transmission line dynamics, the dynamics of each VSC can be
obtained by the application of Kirchhoff’s Current Law in the equivalent electrical
circuit (Fig. 2.2). The equation that models a VSC, then, is given by
Ci
dEi
dt
= ii + ui(Ei), (2.5)
where Ei is the voltage across the capacitor Ci, and ui(Ei) is the current injected
(or consumed) by the power converter. Note that Ci is made up of the VSC
capacitor as well as the line capacitances that connect to node i (see Eq. 2.1).
Generally, in power-generating terminals, such as wind farms, ui is positive
(current is injected into the HVDC grid), while in power-consuming nodes, it
is negative (current is extracted). That said, consuming terminals usually are
grid-side stations, and if necessary for the equilibrium of the network, they can
also inject current into the grid.
The use of ui to define the VSC currents serves to avoid confusion with the
incoming (or outgoing) current into the capacitor, ii. It is also justified since
ui acts as the input to the Current Control in the hierarchical control scheme
(Dòria-Cerezo et al. 2015), see also Section 2.1.5.
The incoming current into the capacitor, ii, can be generalized as
ii =
n∑
j=1
Aijiij , (2.6)
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where iij is the current flowing from node l to node k (see Fig. 2.1). (Aij are the
elements of the incidence matrix referring to node i) Further, the Rl line currents
vector is defined as
i⊤ = (iij) , (2.7)
where i, j = 1, . . . , n with i < j, if Aij ̸= 0. From where it is obvious that l ≤ n(n−1)2 .
Finally, the VSC dynamics can be written in matrix form as
C
dE
dt
= −Ai+ u(E), (2.8)
where E = (E1, . . . , En)⊤, u = (u1, . . . , un)⊤ and C = diag(C1, . . . , Cn) ∈ Rn×n.
Eq. 2.8 describes the node dynamics for a model where a VSC can supply
the required current value with exactitude and without delay. However, the
closed-loop dynamics of the current can also be taken into account as a first-oder
system with time constant τ (Egea-Alvarez et al. 2013), see Fig. 2.3.
1
τs+1
ud ur
Figure 2.3: First-order system for the closed-loop dynamics of the current.
With ud being the desired current, following the droop control strategy (see
Section 2.1.5) and therefore depending on the voltage, E; while ur is the ”real”
current that will be injected/extracted from the VSC, according to the first-order
system. In this situation, Eq. 2.8 becomes
C
dE
dt
= −Ai+ ur. (2.9)
While current dynamics also have to be considered:
Tdur
dt
= −ur + ud(E), (2.10)
where T is the diagonal Rn×n matrix with the time constants of each VSC.
2.1.3 General model
The system of ODEs that will need to be solved to model the HVDC system (VSCs
and transmission lines) is the one formed by equations 2.3 and 2.8, that can be
expressed conjointly as:
d
dt
E
i
 =
 0 −C−1A
L−1A⊤ −L−1R
E
i
+
C−1
0
u(E). (2.11)
While in the case the closed-loop dynamics of the current the voltage source
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converters can supply is considered, the overall electrical system is represented
by the set of equations 2.3, 2.9 and 2.10 coupled as:
d
dt

E
i
ur
 =

0 −C−1A C−1
L−1A⊤ −L−1R 0
0 0 −T−1


E
i
ur
+

0
0
T−1
ud(E). (2.12)
2.1.4 Wind energy conversion model
It is important for the model of a multiterminal HVDC transmission scheme
for offshore wind farms to be able to take into account how the available and
generated power from the wind farms changes through time, or in other words,
how wind speed (and direction) fluctuates over time. Wind speed is quite
unpredictable, however, mostly due to the turbulence of the wind. Turbulence is
defined as the instantaneous, random deviation from the mean wind speed. The
characteristics of the turbulence are dependent on a wide array of meteorological
and geographical factors.
What this means is that knowing the mean annual wind speed for a location is
not enough to provide a precise energy calculation. To model the wind with any
accuracy, data on how frequently the individual wind speeds of the spectrum can
be expected is necessary. To obtain this information, anemometers are placed at
candidate sites for wind farms and, usually over the course of one year, the mean
value of the wind speed every ten minutes is stored. From these measurements,
the frequency distribution of the annual wind speeds can be derived.
Wind speed, v [m/s]
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Wind speed data
Weibull distribution
Figure 2.4: Cumulative relative wind speed (blue) and its Weibull
approximation (red).
However, in many instances the available data about the frequency distribution
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of the wind speeds for a specific site is insufficient. In those cases, as well as
for convenience and ease of use in others, a mathematical approximation for
the distribution curve can be used. In normal wind regimes, a Weibull function
provides a good estimation (Bianchi et al. 2007).
The density function of the Weibull distribution is defined as:
Φ = 1− e−( vα)
k
, (2.13)
where Φ is the distribution function, v the wind speed, α the scaling factor and
k is the form parameter (if k = 3 the function is Gaussian distribution; for most
wind distributions, 1.5 ≤ k ≤ 2.5), see Fig. 2.4.
Wind turbines transform the kinetic energy of the wind into electrical energy.
The total extracted power is given the function
P = 12 · cP (λ, θ) · ρ ·A · v
3, (2.14)
where ρ is the air density, A is the swept area of the rotor (a circumference with
a radius equal to the length of the blades), and v is the wind speed. Note the
nonlinearity of the function.
Finally, cP is the power coefficient. The power coefficient represents the relation
between the energy of the wind and the energy that the wind turbine can extract
from it (and then convert intro electricity). This value is bound by the Betz
limit, cBetzP = 0.593, although in commercial wind turbines this maximum power
coefficient is never reached. The Betz limit states that it’s only possible to extract
all the energy from the wind if the wind speed after passing through the turbine
is 0. This is, of course, impossible in reality. Only a fraction of is extracted, and
in the most optimal case, this coefficient is 16/27, or the Betz coefficient.
In application, cP is a function that depends on the aerodynamics of the blade,
the pitch angle, θ and the tip speed ratio, λ:
λ = ωR
v
, (2.15)
where R is the rotor radius and ω the angular speed of the wind turbine.
Large wind turbines (such as the ones used in offshore wind farms), are equipped
with mechanisms that allow the application of control strategies in order to
maximize generated power. Control of the rotation speed and the pitch angle
enables the power extracted from the wind in the area between the cut-in, vin,
and cut-off wind speeds voff to be maximized.
The cut-in wind speed is the minimum wind velocity needed for the turbine to
start generating power, while the cut-off speed is the one in which the turbine is
forced to shut down (changing the pitch angle and causing the blades to stall),
because higher wind speeds might cause damage to the turbine. Those two,
therefore, are limitations in the power that can be generated.
The rated power is another limitation. Dimensioning of wind turbines is made
paying most attention to the frequency distribution; the maximum wind speeds
that can be reached in a location are of minor importance since those values
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will be reached very seldom, and the extra cost of a bigger turbine is not
compensated. Hence, the turbine will sometimes produce nominal power despite
a wind velocity higher than the rated one (the minimum at which the rated power
can be generated), see Fig. 2.5.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2
Captured power
Wind speed [m/s]
P 
[M
W
]
Optimal caputed power
Rated power
Cut−out speedCut−in speed
Figure 2.5: Available power (blue) and wind turbine limitations (red).
The power that a wind turbine will be able to inject into the grid will follow the
piecewise-defined function:
P =

0 if v ≤ vin
1
2c
max
P ρAv
3 if vin < v < vmax
Pmax if vmax < v < voff
0 if v > voff
, (2.16)
where vmax is the wind speed for which corresponds the rated power, or vrated.
In wind farms, where many turbines are placed close to one another, the overall
efficiency in generation is reduced as caused by aerodynamic interations (the
wakes of upstream wind turbines cause a reduction in the wind speed accessible
to downstream turbines) (Hau 2006). The extent of these losses for the most
part depends on the layout of the wind farm (as seen from the direction the wind
blows). In general, increasing the distance between each turbine reduces wake
losses, although that implies the wind farm will occupy a larger surface area. In
reality, these losses are offset by the other benefits that wind farms offer in front
of isolated wind turbines (many systems such as transformers and monitoring
centres can be shared, the global length of the electric lines is vastly reduced,
etc.). In any case, this effect is not considered in this model.
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2.1.5 Control scheme: Droop control
The operation and control of HVDC transmission systems is customarily described
as including three control levels (Gomis-Bellmunt et al. 2011), see Fig. 2.6. This
hierarchical scheme consists in a supervisor algorithm that sets the required
voltages in all the VSC, E∗, a primary control level (voltage control) in charge of
regulating the voltages of each VSC capacitor, and a third level current control
that provides the switching policy necessary to inject (or extract) the desired
current, u∗, into the capacitor, C, as requested by the voltage controller.
Current 
control
Primary
control
Secondary
control
C
Su∗E∗
u
E
Figure 2.6: Hierarchical control scheme.
The HVDC supervision scheme is based on calculating the equilibria of the
network (Gomis-Bellmunt et al. 2011). This can be achieved through higher level
optimisation procedures to manage the power flow (Gavriluta et al. 2015), but in
any case this would call for a communications system that constantly updates the
state of each VSC to maintain the equilibrium. This is the most straightforward
method to control the system. However, it is important to consider what would
happen if a communication failure were to occur. That’s why a decentralised
algorithm, one that can work without constant communication, is used for the
DC voltage regulation. With no contact with the supervisor algorithm, this control
still warrants that the DC voltages of the VSCs will be kept within certain limits.
Ei
ui
umaxi
umini
Emini E
max
i
PmaxiI
PmaxiC
Figure 2.7: Admissibility region IEi , in the (Ei, ui) plane.
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The area within which it must be ensured that the VSC is working is the one
bound by the current, power and voltage limitations, as seen in Fig. 2.7.
In this situation, one of the most widely used strategies is known as the Droop
Control scheme. It is based on a static relationship between voltage in the DC
condenser, Ei and the current injected in the VSC, ui; hence, it only depends
on values from the same VSC node, and it can act independently. This control
takes the shape of a proportional gain, which is then restricted according to the
power, current and voltage limitations so that the resulting set point is kept within
the admissibility region; which also means that the final control is non-linear
(Dòria-Cerezo et al. 2014):
The droop control action in each agent can be generalised as a piecewise-defined
function (Egea-Alvarez et al. 2013):
ui =

umaxi if Ei ≤ PiIumaxi
PiI
Ei
if PiI · umaxi < Ei < Eli
−mdi (Ei − E∗i ) if Eli < Ei < Ehi
PiC
Ei
if Ehi < Ei
. (2.17)
The lower and higher values of the droop region, Eli and Ehi , can be obtained as
Eli =
1
2
(
E∗i +
√
(E∗i )2 − 4
PiI
mdi
)
(2.18)
Ehi =
1
2
(
E∗i +
√
(E∗i )2 − 4
PiC
mdi
)
. (2.19)
The curve (2.17) is depicted in Fig. 2.8. Note that for the case of wind turbines,
the consumed power is zero. In other words, in wind farm converters PiC = 0
which, from Eq. 2.19, implies Ehi = E∗i .
Ei
ui
umaxi
umini
Emini E
max
i
PmaxiI
PmaxiC
mdi
E∗i Ei
ui
umaxi
umini
Emini E
max
i
PmaxiI
PmaxiC
mdi
E∗i
Figure 2.8: Droop control curves for a wind farm converter (blue), and for a
DC/AC grid side converter (red).
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2.2 Case Studies
To analyse the behaviour of the previously described model, as well as for further
purposes of optimisation, three multi-terminal HVDC networks that will work as
examples will be described in this section.
2.2.1 Case Study 1: 4-terminal, 3-line system
The first of the HVDC networks considered is the relatively simple system laid out
in Egea-Alvarez et al. (2013). This system consists of four nodes (or terminals):
two offshore wind farms and two main AC grid connections. The two offshore
wind farms are represented by VSC power converters that feed the generated
wind power into the HVDC grid. The grid-side VSCs inject the power from the
HVDC grid into the main AC grid. The HVDC grid consists of three submarine
cables: Two of them connect each wind farm to an onshore VSC, while a third tie
cable connects the two wind farms together in order to provide redundancy and
share the power injected by each onshore converter, see Fig. 2.9 (Egea-Alvarez
et al. 2013).
Wind Farm 2
Wind Farm 1
Grid Station 1
Grid Station 2
Cable 1
C
ab
le
 2
Cable 3IL3
+
E4
–
IL2
IL1
+
E3
–
+
E1
–
+
E2
–
Figure 2.9: Case Study 1 scheme.
This case was chosen for its simplicity and reduced number of nodes/lines. The
following are the parameters of the transmission lines that make up this grid.
Table 2.1: Transmission lines in case study 1
Line nstart nend R (Ω) L (mH)
1 1 2 1.5 6.8
2 1 3 0.7 3.4
3 2 4 3.0 10.2
Additional parameters stated in the referenced article are:
• Capacitance of the VSC Capacitors: 150 μF
• Wind farms nominal power: 300 MW
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• Nominal voltage: 300 kV
• Time constant of the current controllers: 10 ms (see section 4.4 for how
these values are important and are applied in the mathematical model)
The rest of the parameters necessary for the complete definition of the model
have been surmised, while staying within reasonable boundaries. For example,
the relative lengths of each lines can be infered from the values of R and L, while
the average length is assumed to be of around 100 km. The values of the line
capacitances, Cl, are understood to be approximately 200 nF/km (Pinto 2014).
The nominal power of the grid stations, Pc and Pg, is conjectured to be equal
to the wind farms nominal power (300 MW), and the maximum currents the
VSC converters can supply, umax, are fixed so that the control can work in the
maximum-power zone (i.e. around 2.5 kA). The slope of the droop characteristic
in the control scheme, md, will be around 2.0 for every VSC. And the Weibull
distribution parameters, α and k, around 6 m/s and 2, respectively.
2.2.2 Case Study 2: 5-terminal, 6-line system
This second case study is based on the system proposed in cite as proposed in
Haileselassie (2012). The proposed case does not include wind farms, instead,
all converters are connected to the AC grid. On the other hand, the system
considers some converters (nodes 3 and 5) to be operating in ”constant power”
mode, while the rest have variable power. For the present case, it is assumed
that the constant power VSCs are grid-side stations, while the variable ones are
offshore wind farms. The geometry is as depicted in Fig. 2.10.
Design Considerations for Primary Control
C1
1
C2
2
C4
4
C5
5
C3
3
Z14
Z13
Z12
Z45
Z34
Z23
1
Fig. 3.14: Meshed MTDC network with droop-based primary control used in the simulation
scenarios.
Table 3.1: MTDC network parameters
Terminal No. T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
PN[MW] 900 800 1000 750 1200
Vndc[kV] 400 400 400 400 400
Node Type Droop Droop ct. P Droop ct. P
nominal operating voltage of the network is considered to be 400 kV. These aspects,
together with the power ratings of each terminal, shown in Table 3.1, have been
considered as the premises of our analysis.
The length of the cables connecting the five terminals used in [61] has also
been maintained and, in order to obtain their equivalent p-models, the values of
resistance, inductance, and capacitance per unit of length given in [49] have been
used. In this way the equivalent cable models shown in Table 3.2 were obtained.
72
Figure 2.10: Case study 2 scheme. (Gavriluta 2014)
As happened in the previous case study, some of the necessary parameters
the laid out model requires are not defined in the example this Case is derived
from. The following values have been guessed/assumed based on the rest of the
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parameters: DC cable inductance, Weibull distribution and wind speed values,
and maximum VSC currents.
Table 2.2: Transmission lines in Case 2
Line nstart nend Length (km)
1 2 1 80
2 1 3 200
3 1 4 125
4 2 3 160
5 4 3 160
6 4 5 250
Table 2.3: Nodes in Case 2
Node WF/GS Pn(MW ) md C (µF )
1 WF 900 0.141 113
2 WF 800 0.125 100
3 GS 1000 0.120 125
4 WF 750 0.117 94
5 GS 1200 0.160 80
The control slopes in original case study are based on a power–voltage relation.
However, for the mathematical model this project deals with, described in Section
2.1, the droop control is focused on a current–voltage slope. Considering the
nominal voltage of 400 kV, and supposing that it will remain around this value
during simulations, it’s possible to determine a value for the current–voltage
slopes from the power–voltage slopes; for the Grid Station nodes, similar values
to the Wind Farms VSCs have been assumed. (See Table 2.3.)
Table 2.4: Other parameters for case study 2
Parameter Value
HVDC Network Voltage (VDC) ~400 kV
DC Cable Resistance (Rdc) 10 mΩ/km
DC Cable Inductance (Ldc) Around 2 mH/km
DC Cable Capacitance (Cdc) 5 µF/km
VSC Time constants (τ) 5 · 10−2
Weibull Scaling Factor (α) Around 6 m/s
Weibull Form Parameter (k) Around 2
Rated Wind Speed (vnom) Around 9.5 m/s
It is important to note the nominal network voltage is used to choose the value
of the consigned or reference voltage (the value around which the droop control
is based) for each node. That said, this E∗ value (see Fig. 2.8) is not going to be
the same as the HVDC network voltage, since if every node is assigned the same
equilibrium voltage, there is going to be no power flux. The values of E∗ would
be set by a supervising algorithm, but since this model only includes the inner
loops of the control scheme, certain values of E∗, close to the nominal voltage of
the grid, need to be defined when describing the Case Studies.
The values of the maximum VSC currents are determined according to the values
of the nominal power and voltage of each node so that the droop control strategy,
as defined in Eq. 2.17, can function in all different segments. In other words, it
is reasonable to fix umaxi >
PiI/Eli , or as an approximation, u
max
i >
Pn/VDC .
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2.2.3 Case Study 3: North Sea Transnational Grid
For the third case study, an example based on a real project was chosen. Over
63% of all offshore wind installations (5.1 GW) can be found in the North Sea,
and a variety of active projects aim to make the North Sea even more important
in terms of electricity generation and wind power (GWEC 2015). For this reason,
a scheme based on the North Sea Transnational Grid was selected.
This HVDC grid as proposed in Rodrigues et al. (2013); Pierik (2013); Pinto
(2014) involves 5 different countries (Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands,
Belgium and the UK), 19 nodes (14 VSC – 9 offshore wind farms and 6 grid
stations; and 5 hubs) and 19 distinct HVDC transmission lines. The topology of
this grid can be seen in Fig. 2.11.
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HUB3
HUB2
HUB4
UK1
UK2 DE2
DE1
DK2
DK1
NL2
NL1
BE1
Figure 2.11: Case study 3 scheme, laid over the North Sea.
Tables 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show the parameters of this network. The values that
appear in the model as defined in this project that are not present in the example
have been assumed, as with the previous two case studies. The VSC time
constants are believed to be of around 10 ms (Egea-Alvarez et al. 2013). The
values of umax are assigned the same way as was explained in section 2.2.2.
The powers of each wind farm/grid station are described in p.u. However, the
total wind power of this proposed North Sea Transnational Grid is 7.5 GW, which
means that each p.u. is equivalent to 500 MW, as there are 9 offshore wind
farms with a total capacity of 15 p.u.
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Table 2.5: Network lines considered in case study 3
Line Line Start Nstart Line End Nend Length (km)
1 UK1 6 HUB1 1 100
2 UK2 7 HUB1 1 40
3 UK 8 HUB1 1 120
4 HUB1 1 HUB2 2 300
5 BE1 9 HUB2 2 50
6 BE 10 HUB2 3 100
7 HUB2 2 HUB3 3 120
8 NL1 11 HUB3 3 100
9 NL2 12 HUB3 3 40
10 NL 13 HUB3 3 70
11 HUB3 3 HUB4 4 250
12 DE1 14 HUB4 4 40
13 DE2 15 HUB4 4 70
14 DE 16 HUB4 4 150
15 HUB4 4 HUB5 5 120
16 DK1 17 HUB5 5 40
17 DK2 18 HUB5 5 50
18 DK 19 HUB5 5 150
19 HUB1 1 HUB5 5 380
Table 2.6: VSC Nodes in Case 3
Name Node WF/GS Size (p.u.)
UK1 6 WF 3
UK2 7 WF 2
UK 8 GS 5
BE1 9 WF 1
BE 10 GS 1
NL1 11 WF 2
NL2 12 WF 1
NL 13 GS 3
DE1 14 WF 2
DE2 15 WF 2
DE 16 GS 4
DK1 17 WF 1
DK2 18 WF 1
DK 19 GS 2
Table 2.7: Network/VSC/Wind Parameters
Parameter Value
DC Cable Resistance
(rdc)
19.5 mΩ/km
DC Cable Inductance
(Ldc)
19 mH/km
DC Cable Capacitance
(Cdc)
0.22 µH/km
VSC Capacitors (CV SC) 75 µH/km
HVDC Network
Voltage (VDC)
~320 kV
Weibull Scaling Factor
(α)
6.2± 0.2 m/s
Weibull Form
Parameter (k)
2.1± 0.1
Rated Wind Speed
(vnom)
9.0± 0.5 m/s
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CHAPTER 3:
Simulation
3.1 MATLAB program
The mathematical model described in Chapter 2 can be implemented on MATLAB
to create a program capable of simulating HVDC multi-terminal networks. Such
a program would have to include various steps:
a) Gather data on the the HVDC networks that is going to be simulated.
Number of nodes, number and connectivity of the transmission lines,
capacitances, resistances, nominal voltages, Weibull parameters, etc. This
step is necessary to be able to simulate different scenarios with the same
program.
b) Perform pre-simulation operations: validate the data obtained previously,
calculate/build necessary matrices, apply the wind energy conversion
model, ...
c) Solve the system of ordinary differential equations.
d) Post-process: save results, plot variables of interest, calculate
secondary/related variables and represent them.
The use of various, different files is an attractive option to handle the different
steps. The MATLAB simulation tool programmed uses 3 essential, core files:
• A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with all network, nodes and lines data on
the case being studied, and certain simulation-related parameters (such as
simulation start and end time, solver step size, etc.) [Case_Study_X.xls]
• Simulation ”main” MATLAB file. It first reads the chosen Excel file with
all the necessary data, then the creates matrices that will be needed for
calculations; simulates the wind; and calls the ODE solver, having first
generated its C/C++ code if possible. [Sim.m]
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• ODE solver MATLAB function. Serves to solve the system of coupled
equations. It calls (in this case internally, but it could call another MATLAB
file) another function that solves the right-hand side of the ODE system,
which is executed multiple times (for every time step of the simulation).
Even though it is a MATLAB (”.m”) file, from it an equvalent MEX-file is
generated when possible, since it offers a better performance. [Ode4CG.m]
C/C++ code generation and MEX-files are dealt with in Section 4.3. At the
moment it is enough to know that an equivalent but faster version of the ODE
solver function is created automatically when the main ”Sim.m” file is run.
Main.fig + Main.m
Load simulation
Case_Study_X.xls
Sim.m
Ode4CG.m
Ode4CG_mex
Save simulation
Plots.m
Node voltages
Line currents
VSC current-voltage curves
VSC currents
Generated wind power
Network topology
Figure 3.1: Relation between the different files and processes that make up
the simulation program. Bold titles are files; in red, the three core files.
Aside from the three core files, necessary but also sufficient to execute a
wind-farm, VSC-based HVDC network simulation, two (or three) additional
files were created. The first of these consists in a ”Menu” that works as a
Graphical User Interface (GUI). This permits a more user-friendly approach to
the simulations. MATLAB stores the graphical component in a ”.fig” file, while
the executed actions when, for example, clicking a button, are programmed in
MATLAB (”.m”) code. Therefore, files [Main_Menu.fig and Main_Menu.m] serve,
together, as the GUI for the program.
To open this Menu from MATLAB, the file that must be opened is ”Main_Menu.fig”.
From there, a user can start a new simulation, in which case the program will ask
for the user to point to a correct Excel spreadsheet with all the parameters and
network data, and will then run ”Sim.m” automatically (which in turn executes
”Ode4CG.m”). Once the simulation is finished, with the ”Save” button, the ODE
solver results can be stored in a separate ”.mat” file so there is no need in the
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future to execute that same simulation again. If previous simulations are already
available, they can be loaded into the MATLAB workspace with ”Load”.
Figure 3.2: Main Menu GUI.
Once a simulation has been loaded and/or executed, the plots section of the GUI
facilitates the user the display of numerous variables and results of interest. This
is were the second of the ”additional” files, [Plots.m], comes in (see Fig. 3.1).
The ”Plots.m” MATLAB file can theoretically be executed directly, but it was
designed with the use of the GUI Menu in mind. In the Menu, one can select
different ”Plot types”: from the node voltages to the network topology. Once
the ”Plot” button is clicked, the Menu calls ”Plots.m”, which carries out all the
necessary post-process ac computations on the raw ODE solver data to be able
to graph the requested plot. Most plots are node- or line-specific. By default,
all nodes/lines in the simulation are represented in a single figure with multiple
subplots. However, in the ”Number(s) of node/line to plot” text entry box, any
number or combination of numbers (separated by commas and/or spaces) among
the existent nodes/lines can be written and the plots for those will be rendered. If
the check box ”Plot all selected in the same plot” is checked, for the cases where
such a thing is viable (line currents, node voltages, wind powers) all the selected
nodes/lines are represented on the same plot in the same figure, so their values
can be more easily compared with one another.
The most delicate part of running a simulation is making sure that the Excel file
has the dimensions (columns, rows and sheets) that the program expects and
the values are reasonable. The first sheet ”lines”, can be filled with as many rows
as lines the HVDC is made up of (plus the header row). The numbering of the
lines is determined by the order they appear in the Excel sheet. It contains the
following line-related parameters, one per column:
• Nstart: number of the node the line starts from.
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• Nend: number of the node the line connects to.
• d (km): length of the line.
• R (mΩ/km): resistance per km of the line.
• R (mΩ: this column is filled automatically, multiplying the length of the line
by the unit-length resistance to obtain the total line resistance. This column
should not be touched.
• L (mH/km), L (mH);Cl (µF/km), Cl (µF ): inductances and line capacitances,
the same as with the resistance.
• iniL (kA): initial conditions for the transmission line current (the values for
the first time step).
The second sheet is the ”nodes” sheet, which will also contain as many rows as
the network has nodes.
• N: number of the node. In this case the number-name of a node is assigned
directly in this column.
• iniC (kV ): initial voltage values on the capacitors. Hub nodes should only
have these first two columns filled; the MATLAB program interprets that the
node is not a VSC if the rest of the cells are empty. (Note that the way
the mathematical model, all nodes that have any line connecting to or from
them have a capacitor value, hence the need for initial voltage conditions
for hub nodes.)
• umax (kA): maximum current value the VSC can supply.
• E∗: ”nominal” voltage for the VSC; this is the reference value around which
the droop control is focused. At E∗ there is no current injection or extraction.
These values should be adjusted close to the nominal HVDC network voltage,
but never exactly at that value, at least, not for all nodes. If every VSC
is stable at the same voltage, there will be no power flux. As previously
mentioned, these would generally be adjusted by a supervising controller,
but since the simulation only models the inner loops of the control scheme,
they have to be set manually. Because the normal power flux generally
flows from wind farms to grid-side stations, in very small networks with a
reduced number of lines it is important for E∗ to be higher for wind farms
than for grid stations.
• md: the slope of the droop control, based on a current/voltage relation
(A/V).
• Pg (MW ): maximum generated power for wind farms and grid stations. For
VSCs connected to the mainland grid, it is assumed their consumed power,
Pc is of the same magnitude as the generated power. The wind farms actual
generated power is going to be limited by wind speeds, but its maximum
value is this Pg.
• τ (time constants) (s): the time constants that describe the closed-loop
dynamics of the current converters.
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• α (m/s): scaling factor of the Weibull distribution for the location of the wind
farm.
• k: form parameter of the Weibull distribution.
• Rated wind speed (m/s): the minimum wind speed with which the turbines of
the wind farm can produce nominal (maximum) power.
Note that the last three parameters (columns) should only be filled for wind farm
nodes. The determination of whether a VSC node is a wind farm or a grid station
is based on the state (empty/non-empty) of these cells.
The wind power is modeled in the MATLAB program based on α, k and the rated
wind speed. With the Weibull parameters pseudo-random values of wind speeds
that follow the distribution are generated. These are then ”normalized” with
respect to the nominal (rated) wind speed for that wind farm: vr, the wind speed
divided by the rated speed, will have a value equal to or greater than 1 when the
wind speed is superior to the nominal one, and as such the generated power is
equal to the maximum value; for lower values, the available generated power is
reduced. The most important part is that the power is proportional to the cube of
the speed, P ∝ v3r . In this case, with cut-in and cut-out wind speed limitations not
being implemented, the program calculates the available power as PgA = Pg · v3r .
The last sheet of the Excel file, ”other”, includes additional general and
simulation-related parameters. Neither the number of columns nor number and
order of rows should be modified in any way.
• Wind Sample T ime (s): defines how long the period between wind speed
changes is. In the program implementation an interpolation (spline or lineal)
is made centered around wind speeds spaced this ”sample time”. It wants to
represent how often would wind values be stored in the wind data acquisition
system from which values the Weibull distribution is obtained.
• Wind Changes: works as boolean switch to turn on/off the wind energy
conversion model. If a 0 is placed in this cell, the system is modeled as if
all wind farm VSCs were constant-power energy sources, always generating
Pg.
• Simulation Start T ime (s): it is recommended to start a simulation at a
negative start time, because it is expected that the values of iniC and iniL
will not be perfectly adjusted, and this way by time t = 0 s the system will
have stabilised. Negative values of time are not represented in the plots.
• Simulation End T ime (s): the difference between simulation end and start
time is the time span actually simulated.
• (Max.) Step Size: the step size for a fixed-step ODE solver, or maximum
step size for variable-step solvers.
• Max., Relative Tolerances: demanded accuracy of the solution for adaptive
step size solvers.
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The different ODE solvers and their parameters are analyzed in Chapter. The
final implemented program uses a fixed-step solver so the tolerances have no
effect on the results. The larger the step size, the faster the simulation, but it
the less accurate. A warning is given if the chosen step size is considered to be
too large.
3.2 Simulation results
A 2-minute long simulation with Case Study 3 was carried out. The simulation
start time was defined to -10 seconds, so in actuality 130 seconds were simulated
of which the last 120 are considered. The ”wind sample time” was adjusted at
10 (seconds) and the step size at 5·10-5 to ensure accurate results.
In this section the results obtained and the different plots that can be made with
the MATLAB program will be showcased.
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Figure 3.3: Node voltages for the hub nodes (1–5).
Case Study 3 is made up of 19 nodes and 19 lines. Nodes 1 to 5 are ”hub” nodes,
intermediate nodes without VSCs; their purpose is distribute the power flow and
to shorten the length of the transmission lines. Fig. 3.3 shows the voltage on
these 5 nodes throughout the length of the simulation. Fig. 3.4 shows the voltage
for the rest of nodes (6-19), 9 wind farms and 6 grid stations.
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Figure 3.4: Node voltages for VSC nodes. Wind farms (blue) and grid
stations (red).
It can be observed how all node voltages are maintained around the nominal
network value of 320 kV. The fluctuations are caused by the change in available
generated electric power in the wind farms (which itself depends on the wind
speeds).
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Figures 3.5 and 3.6 depict the transmission line currents for lines 1 to 10 and 11
to 19, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Transmission line currents for lines 1-10.
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Figure 3.6: Transmission line currents for lines 11-19.
Other plots of interest include the VSC curves in the (E, u) plane. The planes
for nodes 9 (a wind farm) and 10 (a grid station) are represented in Figures
3.7 and 3.8 respectively. To be able to represent the values properly, in the
case of wind farms VSCs the values have been ”normalized” with respect to the
generated power at each instant; otherwise the power saturation boundary would
be changing constantly through time. In these plots, when the injected power
is the maximum available at that moment, it is represented as power saturation
(which is what truly happens, with the exception that the value of that power is
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not always the nominal, maximum value); the same is done for the currents.
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Figure 3.7: Droop control and VSC curve in the (E, u) plane for node 9 (WF).
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Figure 3.8: Droop control and VSC curve in the (E, u) plane for node 10 (GS).
Colours in these plots serve to represent time. Time can also be appreciated
when the 3D plot is rotated, since the height (z-axis) of the plot is the simulated
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time. It may be important to know when a VSC is working in the linear slope
area of the droop control, or when it hits current or power saturation. In Fig. 3.9
it can be seen how VSC node 9 stays in the droop zone until around t equals 40
seconds, and from then until 120 seconds it works in the power saturation zone
area.
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Figure 3.9: Droop control and VSC curve in the (E, u) plane for node 9,
rotated to observe the behaviour through time.
This model includes first-order current dynamics, so aside from the ”ideal values”
of the desired VSC currents, the ”real” curves can be represented with the values
of ur. This simulation used a relatively small time constant, so the effects of the
current dynamics to the results were negligible. To see their effect, the time
constant, τ , for node 9 was increased until that effect could be appreciated.
Fig. 3.10 shows how if the current dynamics are slow, the current is allowed to
go a little bit beyond the admissibility region. The current restrictions become
more flexible and so does the whole system (this is relevant for Section 4.4,
where the addition of the current dynamics is used to decrease the stiffness of
the problem).
Even though it is not easy to appreciate, in Fig. 3.11 the desired and real values
of the VSC current for node 9 are plotted side by side. The real currents ”follow”
the desired ones with what can be seen as a sort of delay; for that reason,
in some cases they can be seen to be working a little beyond the theoretical
saturation curves (in this case, the power saturation, from time around 17
seconds onwards).
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Figure 3.10: VSC curve for node 9 with real current values when considering
first-order current dynamics.
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Figure 3.11: VSC currents for node 9: desired and real values, and
saturations.
Other plots that can be executed with the help of the Main Menu GUI and the
Plot.m include the generated wind powers for wind farms (Fig. 3.12) and an
approximation of the network topology (Fig. 3.13).
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Figure 3.12: Generated wind power for all wind farm nodes.
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Figure 3.13: Approximated network scheme.
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The actual network scheme is represented in Fig. 2.11. The MATLAB program
just recreates a very rough approximation based only on the known distances
between nodes, that is between the nodes that are connected. The rest of the
distances necessary the recreate such a ”map”, between every other pair of
nodes, are unknown, and here are chosen at random, within reasonable limits.
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CHAPTER 4:
Numerical methods and
implementation
4.1 Optimisation
The mathematical model as laid out in Chapter 2 can be programmed in MATLAB
code, the result being the simulations seen in Chapter 3. However, the way
in which the model is programmed will affect its performance, not so much in
terms of numerical results, but in the sense of how long it takes for a computer
to execute a certain simulation.
The second main goal of this project consists in taking an initial model that
is capable of delivering the desired results, and trying different approaches to
optimise it.
First of all, a word of warning on this Chapter and on everything that has to
do with ”computer times” and related concepts. The ”absolute” values of ”time
needed to carry out a simulation” are devoid of much meaning, and are irrelevant
in terms of improving performance. The values that are important are the relative
times between different functions/solvers/methods that will be presented when
making a direct comparison between them.
That aside, the elapsed time depends on a wide variety of factors other than the
numerical method applied; some directly related to the what is being simulated,
and some not. The Case Study chosen in a simulation, its number of nodes
and lines (unknowns), the length of time that wants to be simulated, the solver
tolerances, etc. all affect the total time. But the computer time is also affected
by the characteristics of the computer the simulation is taking place on, including
CPU speed and number of cores, the OS, number of active background processes,
the installed version of MATLAB, and many others.
In short, the number of seconds that a simulation takes to be executed is a value
that is very hard to reproduce, and in any case unnecessary. When comparing
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two different functions an attempt was made to keep all of the mentioned factors
equal (at least the ones that can be controlled), and more than a single test
was made to ensure the result was not an aberration. However, for different
comparisons some parameters may have changed, sometimes intentionally. For
example, if the difference in performance between two ODE solvers is very
notable, a simulation spanning a short period of time will be enough to show
it, but if they are very similar, longer simulations might be required.
The first step when trying to optimise a MATLAB program, considering how such
a program will include an assortment of functions, some of which may be calling
other functions, etc. is finding out where most of the time is being spent. For
that, MATLAB includes a function and a graphical user interface of what is called
the Profiler. Profiling is defined as ”... a way to measure where a program spends
time... Once you identify which functions are consuming the most time, you can
determine why you are calling them. Then, look for ways to minimize their use
and thus improve performance” (MATLAB 2014).
The MATLAB program lightly covered in Chapter 3 is an optimised, ”final” version
(as far as such a thing is possible, as will be covered in the next sections).
Nevertheless, it must be noted that most of the code will not change between
the initial and the final version, simply because there is not much to be gained
in trying to improve, or ”tighten” these sections.
A Profile summary for an initial version of a MATLAB program that implements
the analytical model described in Chapter 2 can be seen in Table 4.1. Note that
the electrical model used initially is the one described by Eq. 2.11, that is, it does
not include first-order dynamics of the VSC current sources. For this Profile Case
Study 1 was used, with a simulation time span of 15 s (the time being simulated
is 15 seconds).
Table 4.1: Profile summary for an initial program, based on a variable-step
explicit ODE solver.
Function/file Calls Total time (s) Self time* (s)
Sim 1 400.407 0.089
ode45 1 398.745 26.878
Model 293677 365.734 62.837
interp1 587354 302.897 275.950
interp1>parseinputs 587354 26.947 26.947
ntrp45 149999 6.034 6.034
Others – – 1.672
*Self time is defined as ”the time spent in a function excluding the time spent in
its child functions. Self time also includes overhead resulting from the process
of profiling” (MATLAB 2014).
From the initial profile a good amount of information can be gathered. ”Sim”
is the one file that has been directly executed, which in this case is a file with
all the programmed model; it first reads the data from the inputted Excel file,
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then calculates the parameters and matrices needed to solve the mathematical
system, generates wind profiles and calls the Ordinary Differential Equations
solver. The ODE solver in this case is the built-in ode45. From the Profiler it
is clear that the vast majority of the time it takes to execute ”Sim” is actually
time spent solving ode45.
At the same time, ode45 also calls another function, in this case the external
file ”Model”, which is responsible for solving the right-hand side of the system of
ODEs (Eq. 2.11). This function is called as many times as time steps are executed
within the simulation time span (in this specific case, each step will have to be
small enough so that the result is within the ode45 tolerances). Solving the
right-hand side of the equations includes the application of the droop control
scheme. The droop control, as applied to wind farm VSCs, depends on the value
of the available power that can be injected into the grid, PiI (Eq. 2.17), which
in turn depends on the wind speed as previously modeled. However, as ode45
is a variable-step solver, the wind speeds (and the corresponding powers) at the
exact time (step) the system is being solved is unknown, hence the need for an
interpolation between the wind values that are known.
The built-in interp1 is the interpolation function used, and as such it is called
nWF times as many as ”Model” is (nWF being the number of wind farm agents
in the case study, 2 in this particular example). The two remaining functions
that employ sizeable amounts of time are interp1>parseinputs and ntrp45, both
directly related to the interpolations (ntrp45 is the interpolation helper function
for ode45).
This initial analysis of the Profile results make clear solving the ODE system is
more computationally expensive than all the rest of the calculations, and that
any attempt at optimising the model should concentrate on this, especially on
trying to reduce the number of calls to interp1 and/or ”Model”, or finding ways
to speed-up those functions, or make do without them altogether.
4.2 Ordinary Differential Equations solvers
Most ODEs cannot be solved analytically, but in many instances a numerical
approximation is capable of yielding an accurate enough solution. Numerical
methods can be classified according to different characteristics: variable-step or
fixed-step; first, second or higher order; explicit or implicit; linear multistep or
Runge–Kutta, etc.
There is not a single method that is the most adequate for every problem.
Instead, every different set of equations is going to have some numerical solvers
that work better and some that do not work as well. (It must be noted that
”better” in this situation refers to both accuracy and speed.)
That said, some methods are more flexible than others and offer a good first
approximation for any problem. In general, variable-step solvers are more
efficient: through an error estimation, these methods reduce or increase the step
size as the problem requires it. Explicit methods (which calculate the solution
at ti+1 based on the state of the system at ti) are easier to apply and are less
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computationally expensive than implicit methods (which find the solution at ti
after solving an equation that depends on both ti−1 and ti) (Söderlind and Wang
2006).
4.2.1 Variable-step solvers
MATLAB recommends the ode45 solver as the first solver to try. This is an
explicit, variable-step solver, implementing the Dormand–Prince method (part
of the Runge–Kutta family of methods). It calculates both a fourth-order and a
fifth-order solution; it is adapted so that the error is minimized for the fifth-order
solution (which is the definitive solution the solver returns), and the difference
between the two is used as the error estimation procedure that powers the
adaptive step size algorithm (Bogacki and Shampine 2000).
While the advantages of a variable-step solver are easy to see, the model this
project is concerned with has the peculiarity of depending on a variable that,
whilst not part of the ODE system itself, its value does affect the differential
equations: wind speed. The wind power available is a direct function of wind
speed, meaning that for each time value that the solver is executed, the wind
speed value needs to be known or calculated, either inside the ODE solver or
with anteriority. It is obvious that a previous calculation of all the wind values is
favourable in terms of optimisation, however this is precisely the main hurdle of
a variable-step method.
It is impossible to know a priori the steps an adaptive step size algorithm will take,
and therefore impossible to calculate the values of the wind at those time points,
before the ODE solver starts. It would be possible to find wind values for a great
many time points, separated by a very small period, and reduce the adaptive
solver’s tolerance to ensure that all steps taken are within those for which the
available wind power has been calculated, but this is also very computationally
expensive and singularly inefficient.
Other variable-step explicit solvers that MATLAB includes, such as ode23 (also
based on Runge–Kutta methods), ode23s (based on a Rosenbrock method) or
ode15s (rooted in BDFs, or backward differential formulas) offer very similar
results but with the same drawbacks.
In terms of speed then, ode45 cannot be very much improved upon. However,
because it is a very robust method, the solution it returns can be taken as a
reference: the solutions offered by other solvers will have to be compared and
found very similar to the ode45 solution before they can be accepted as a valid
alternative.
In the interest of obtaining this Reference Solution, ode45RS, a simulation with
ode45 and very tight tolerances was carried out. The maximum step size was
fixed at 10-5 (s), while both relative and absolute tolerances were defined as
10-10. The case being simulated was Case Study 1 (a 4-node, 3-line system),
and the span of time 7 s.
The program was then executed together with the Profiler. The total time needed
for computations was of found to be 4613 s, with the breakdown as follows:
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Figure 4.1: Time breakdown for the ode45 Reference Solution.
ode45 self time, 264 s; ”Model” self time, 763 s; interp1 and related functions,
3579 s; others, around 7 s. (See Fig. 4.1.)
Even if ode45 is not going to offer the fastest solutions, it is still desirable to
compare different simulations performed with the same solver but with different
tolerance/maximum step size settings. As the tolerances are relaxed and the
maximum step size reduced, it is to be expected that the computations will take
less time, but an growing error with respect to ode45RS will appear.
The calculation of this error can be done for only the final values of the unknowns
in the coupled ODE system (voltages and line currents), since it can be counted
upon that the error will grow with time and will be largest at the end of the
simulated time span. This ”end” norm can be computed as
ϵend =
∑
∀nodes
|xend − xendRS |
|xendRS |
, (4.1)
where x is the approximated solution of the ODE system, and xRS the Reference
Solution obtained with ode45 and tight tolerances. Note that ϵend is a relative
error or norm.
Alternatively or in addition, the global (relative) error can also be calculated if
the solution values for every simulated time step are considered. This ”global”
error is defined by
ϵglobal =
∑
∀nodes
∑
∀t |x− xRS |∑
∀t |xRS |
, (4.2)
where t is the number of time steps that took place in the simulation.
To be able to calculate the global relative norm, the simulated time span must
be the same for all cases; furthermore, the number and position of time steps
would have to be the exact same to carry out a comparison time step by time
step. With different tolerances, or with distinct numerical methods, such a thing
is impossible, hence an interpolation of the solution has to be used for the
comparison and calculation of the error. This does not render the result of these
comparisons void, but it may lead to slight punctual variations on the expected
behaviour of each solver, although not affect the general trends.
Fig. 4.2 shows how the error grows as the time needed to carry out the simulation
is reduced. To reduce the computer time, relative and absolute tolerances
were progressively slackened (and the maximum step size allowed adjusted
correspondingly). The time shown in the graph is the fraction of the ode45RS
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Figure 4.2: Ode45 computation time and error with respect to ode45RS with
different tolerances
computer time. So, for example, if a relative global error of 10-4 (0.01%) is
considered acceptable, the computation time can be reduced to around 0.08
(8%) of 4613 s, the time the reference solution needed, or about 370 s. (Note
the logarithmic x-axis.)
The ”global” and ”end” norms follow very much the same behaviour, with the end
error always being the larger of the two, since the global value is an average of
all time steps and the bigger errors towards the end of the simulation are offset
by the smaller early values. However, it is clear that the analysis of either one
of the two errors is enough.
If the tolerances are loosened ”too much” (in this case, when they are larger
than around 2·10-4), not only is the error increased, but the computer time is
also enlarged. Due to the adaptive procedures ode45 incorporates, when the
tolerances are very relaxed, the number of ”failed” steps starts rising and the
solver has to ”backtrack” numerous times.
In general, assuming an acceptable global relative error with respect to the
reference solution of around 1%, the tolerances can be adjusted so that the
computation takes only about a 3.5% of the initial one; in this case and with the
specified parameters, in the vicinity of 160 s.
4.2.2 Fixed-step solvers
The use of a fixed-step solver then presents itself as an alternative, considering
it may allow the interpolation function to be taken out of the ODE calculations.
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It is possible the results with a non-adaptive solver will not be good enough, or
that the errors at certain points will be very large, but the computer time can
probably be greatly reduced if the wind interpolations can be done ”offline”.
MATLAB does not include any fixed-step ODE-solving algorithms (MATLAB 2014;
Ashino et al. 2000), but those methods are reasonably easy to implement and
can be programmed without much difficulty. In this case a 2nd and a 4th order
methods based on explicit Euler/Runge–Kutta methods were implemented.
The 2nd order method (henceforth referred as ode2) is the one also known
as Hein’s method (Butcher 2000). It is an improvement of the forward Euler
method, into what can be seen as two-stage Runge–Kutta algorithm.
The solution at ti+1 is computed based on the state of the system at ti. An
approximation of the slope is calculated first using Euler’s method (K1), and then
the trapezoidal rule is used to make a correction and obtain the final estimate.
Taking yi as the ”initial” solution for any given time step,
K1 = f(ti, yi)
K2 = f(ti + h, yi + h ·K1)
yi+1 = yi +
h
2 (K1 +K2),
where h is the step size, considered constant, so that ti+1 = ti + h
The 4th order method implements the ”classic” Runge–Kutta method, sometimes
known as RK4, and here referred to as ode4 from this point on. This method
calculates 4 different increments/slopes: the first at the beginning of the interval,
using Euler’s method; the next two at the midpoint of the interval (ti + h2 ), each
time using the previous approximation; and a final at the endpoint. The final
estimated solution uses a weighted average of these 4 values:
K1 = f(ti, yi)
K2 = f(ti +
h
2 , yi +
h
2 ·K1)
K3 = f(ti +
h
2 , yi +
h
2 ·K2)
K4 = f(ti + h, yi + h ·K3)
yi+1 = yi +
h
6 (K1 + 2K2 + 2K3 +K4).
Part of the reason those two methods were chosen is because they only compute
values at equidistantly spaced points; either the beginning and end points of
a step (ode2), or beginning, mid and end points (ode4). Which means that
the matrix containing the wind powers of every WF-based VSC will also be
equidistantly spaced in time, and therefore it is possible to easily ”fill” this matrix
before the solving the ODE system starts.
That said, for a first analysis of the performance of these two solvers, the same
conditions in which the ode45 simulations took place should be kept. In other
words, even though a fixed-step size ODE solver would allow to take out the
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Figure 4.3: Relative computer time of ode2 and ode4 with respect to ode45
with the same (maximum) step size.
interp1 interpolant function from within the solver, for a first comparison with
ode45 it will be kept in place.
As can be observed in Fig. 4.3, both ode2 and ode4 perform faster than the
built-in ode45. The step sizes used in all cases were the same, but it must be
mentioned that in the case of ode45 the step size cannot be defined by itself,
rather, only a maximum step size can be enforced, yet the tolerances will still
play a part in the elapsed time of the simulation, so those results should be taken
with a grain of salt when comparing fixed-step to variable-step solvers. Since the
four-stage ode4 makes twice as many calculations as the the two-stage ode2,
the latter is not unexpectedly faster than the former (in fact the relation in time
is 2 to 1). (Note the logarithmic axes.)
The speed of the solvers is irrelevant if the results are not accurate enough.
Fig. 4.4 shows the performance of the same two solvers and their norm when
compared to ode45RS. (Again, note the logarithmic axes.)
Considering that the analytical model is not a perfect replica of reality (losses are
not considered, electric parameters are assumed do be independent of voltage
and current, etc.), it is safe to assume that a non-negligible error is committed
even when using what considered the most accurate solver (ode45). Hence,
variations in the solution of less than 1% can be considered quite acceptable,
and so it can be concluded that for this specific model fixed-step solvers such as
ode2 and ode4 are perfectly appropriate and a more suitable option than adaptive
solvers. For a same error, the second-order solver is generally faster than the
fourth-order solver, however, ode4 allows a bigger enlargement of the step size
without the error growing exceedingly high.
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Figure 4.4: Relative error of ode2 and ode4 with respect to ode45RS
Although ode2 and ode4 are faster than ode45 and the error is reasonable, a
MATLAB Profile of their execution still shows the same relative usages of time as
the one seen in Fig. 4.1; that is, interp1 alone takes up around an 80% of the
execution time.
The next step is taking out the interpolation from ”within” the ODE solver. For
the previous cases, the solver calls a ”Model” function; this function took the
value of the time, t, from the ODE solver and with it computed an interpolation
for the wind speed at each wind farm at that point; from the wind speeds, the
wind powers were calculated and with them, the droop control scheme was finally
applied. This process was repeated for each time step.
Knowing beforehand every time step the solver will take allows for a program in
which not only are the wind speeds calculated ahead of the main computations,
but the available wind power at each time step can also be previously determined.
(What cannot be calculated ahead of time is the result of the droop control
strategy, because this also depends on the node voltage at the time, unknown.)
Before calling the numerical solver, the program will generate a matrix with the
generated/available powers for every node and time step. This process may be
quite lengthy if the number of unknowns is big enough, and/or the step size
small and the simulated time span large. However, once the solver itself starts,
no more interpolations will be needed, resulting in a speeding up of each solver
iteration, meaning that even if the reduction in time is very small, the total
lessening of elapsed time might be considerable.
To observe how the MATLAB program behaves with this change, a Profiler can be
run. When comparing the initial results from the Profiler (Table 4.1) with Table
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Table 4.2: Profile for a fixed-step solver
Function/file Calls Total time (s) Self time (s)
Sim 1 67.284 4.216
ode4 1 61.766 14.310
Model 600001 47.457 47.457
Others – – 1.301
4.2 the first thought that comes to mind is the big reduction in total time and
the ”disappearance” of the interp1 function. The ”Model” self time is also slightly
reduced, despite a slightly bigger number of calls; one interpretation being that,
even no considering the interpolation, a time step of ode4 is less expensive than
one of ode45. A final observation is the increase in the ”Sim” self time. This can
almost certainly be attributed to the generation of the available-power matrix,
since it is the virtually the only change made in the ”Sim” file.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of variable and fixed-step methods and effect of the
interpolation function. Time and error with respect to ode45RS.
Figure 4.5 shows the 5 different methods showcased up to this point. The
elimination of the need for an interpolation inside the ”Model” function proves
to be greatly beneficial for the computation time of the program. For the same
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affordable error, solvers without interp1 work better than solvers with it, and
fixed-step solvers are more suited for this problem than variable-step methods.
For the same step size, the fixed-step solvers yield very similar results (in terms
of error to ode45RS) regardless of whether the interpolation takes place inside
the computations, or the wind power values have already been calculated in the
pre-computations.
As for the difference between ode4 and ode2, in this situation they offer very
similar solutions; ode2 seems to be slightly faster, even accounting for a larger
error when both time steps are equal. However, for larger step sizes the
second-order method seems to be more unstable and once the step is increased
beyond certain boundaries the error increases very rapidly. The fourth order
Runge–Kutta method is generally considered more robust and flexible (Ashino
et al. 2000), while its algorithm is still reasonably simple, so even though it is not
a clear cut distinction, from this point on ode4 will be considered the reference.
A final note on these methods: the relation between computer or elapsed time
and simulated time was found to be lineal for all of them. As an example, a
time span twice as long as the once used for the previous comparisons (14 s
instead of 7 s) results in computer times twice as large, this being true for both
for variable-step and fixed-step solvers, and for any (reasonable) step size. As
for the error, it is kept within the same order of magnitude.
4.2.3 Implicit solvers
Up to this point, and for purposes of comparison, different step sizes were chosen
almost at random within certain boundaries. However, in theory it is possible to
calculate the minimum step size needed to accurately reconstruct the solution,
based on the behaviour and frequencies of the physical elements modeled. In this
case, the frequency of the network transmission lines should be the restricting
parameter. In the relevant literature, it is generally acknowledged that 8–10
points per period are enough for a decent reconstruction, while 30–40 points are
recommended for an accurate one (Hoppe et al. 1994; Lee 2000). In other words,
it might be possible to fix a step size as 40 times smaller than the lowest period
(corresponding to the highest frequency) among all transmission line dynamics.
To determine the transmission line frequencies, a system analysis and
determination of the transfer function is the first step. Let one consider a case
where line ij connects nodes i and j, with node i as a voltage source converter
injecting ui into the line, while node j is a hub or intermediate node (and hence
does not inject nor extract current), as depicted in Fig. 4.6:
The electrical equations that govern the equivalent circuit in the s-domain (after
the Laplace transform) are:
Ui(s) = ICi(s) + Iij(s),
Iij(s) = ICj (s),
ICi(s) = Ei(s) · Cis,
ICj (s) = Ej(s) · Cjs,
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Figure 4.6: Equivalent circuit of two nodes connected by a transmission line.
Ei(s) = (Rij + Lijs) · Iij(s) + Ej(s).
Any transfer function giving the relation between currents or voltages of the
circuit would yield the same polynomial denominator, which is what is of interest
for the moment. For example, for the relation between Iij(s) and Ui(s):
Iij(s)
Ui(s)
=
ICj (s)
ICi(s) + ICj (s)
= Ej(s)Cjs
Ei(s)Cis+ Ej(s)Cjs
=
= Ej(s)Cjs
Cis[Ej(s) + Iij(s)(Rij + Lijs)] + Ej(s)Cjs
= Cjs
Cis+ Cjs+ CiCjs2(Rij + Lijs)
.
In normalized form:
Iij(s)
Ui(s)
= Cjs
s(CiCjLijs2 + CiCjRijs+ Ci + Cj)
= kp(s+ p1)(s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2n)
.
From where,
ωn =
√
1
CjLij
+ 1
CiLij
; ζ = R2Lωn
.
The periods can finally be calculated, for each line, as
Tij =
2pi
ωn
√
1− ζ2 . (4.3)
The minimum value of Tij divided by 40 can be considered an approximation to
the maximum value of the solver step size to ensure acceptable results. Putting
this in practice, however, offers an unexpected outcome. Depending of the case
study being simulated, the error compared to ode45RS is very large, and plotting
the line currents or the node voltages shows sections for some of the nodes/lines
with an abnormal oscillatory behaviour. (See Fig. 4.7.)
This was found to be caused by the non-linearities of the droop control curve, as
can be seen in Fig. 2.8. If the step size is not small enough, the approximated
solution ”jumps” between ”sections” of the piece-wise defined function, even
though the real working point is closer to one of the ”edges” (places where the
function radically changes slope). This is especially problematic where the droop
control switches from its proportional, linear slope (md), to consumed power
saturation (PmaxiC in GS nodes, 0 for wind farm VSCs).
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Figure 4.7: Unexpected oscillatory behaviour in a node voltage.
An implicit solver might be able to circumvent this issue. In such a numerical
method, the solution of the system at a certain time step is determined based on
the state of the system at that same time step, as opposed to explicit methods
where it only depends on the previous step. Applied to this model, it would mean
that the value of the VSC currents, uti depends on Eti , instead of E
t−1
i which is
what actually happens in the previously used (explicit) methods. It is easy to
see, then, why the produced values of uti would be more accurate.
However, for that same reason, an implicit method will be much more computa-
tionally expensive than en explicit solver. Because the ”change” in the system
between ti−1 and ti depends on the then-unknown state of the system at ti, an
equation has to be solved (its roots found). The complexity of this equation
depends on the exact method used, but generally it has no analytical solution,
meaning that implicit solvers first generate the Jacobian matrix and then solve
the set of algebraic equations at every step using a root-finding algorithm, such
as the Newton method (MATLAB 2014). Of course, the larger the system is and
the more unknowns it has, the harder finding the roots of the equation will be.
On those grounds, explicit solvers are preferred as the first methods to try on
any given problem, while implicit solvers are often reserved for use when solving
especially stiff problems. An accepted definition of a stiff system is a system that
has extremely different time scales (as opposed to non-stiff problems, where all
the terms of the equations vary on a similar time scale, more easily solvable with
explicit methods). Compared to explicit solvers, implicit methods provide greater
stability for oscillatory behaviour (with the drawback of being computationally
more expensive). Note that both kinds of solvers can always be used for any
problem, but some will simply be more efficient, more suited. A stiff system can
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be solved with an explicit solver, but the method will become unstable unless an
extremely small step size is taken.
MATLAB’s ODE suite includes a single fully implicit solver, ode15i, based in BDFs
(there are others, like ode23, that are considered semi-implicits). This solver is
not only an implicit solver, but also an adaptive, variable-step solver. In other
words, the interpolation function (interp1) that can be taken out for fixed-step
solvers will have to be used again for ode15i. However, as was determined in
the previous section, a fixed-step method without this interpolation gives better
results than with it, so to determine whether ode15i is a better alternative it will
have to be compared with that one, even if the conditions are different.
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Figure 4.8: Relative error of ode15i and ode4 with respect to ode45RS
Fig. 4.8 shows how ode15i allows a much greater reduction of the step size
without a rapid increase in the error, while ode4 quickly reaches a point where
the step size can be enlarged. For smaller step sizes, ode15i does not seem to
perform as well with respect to ode45RS, but this is because the results of implicit
and explicit solvers are always going to be somewhat different. In any case, the
error is kept around a 1% for steps about 100 times smaller than the ones that
can be reached with ode4. (Although it must be kept in mind that ode15i is a
variable-step solver, so fixing a step size with it only determines how small can
the smallest step be, not the size of every step.)
The elapsed computer time can also be reduced by a considerable amount with
an implicit method without hurting more the solution. But by the same token,
simulations that take much longer time don’t really improve on the error (see
Fig. 4.9). In general, if a certain error is considered acceptable, ode15i offers a
very good performance.
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Figure 4.9: Computer time relative to ode45RS for implicit and explicit solvers.
However, when talking about implicit solvers, a very important variable is the
size of the system to be solved. These examples used a modified version of Case
Study 1 (with larger inductances and capacitances, so the dynamics are slower
and the step sizes can be larger), with 7 unknowns (3 nodes and 4 lines), which
is a reasonably small number. It is important to observe the behaviour of the
solver when the number of unknowns grows, since for larger systems the implicit
equation gets more complex and the advantage earned by being able to reduce
the step size might be lost.
In Fig. 4.10 the results of various simulations with different number of nodes
and lines are reproduced. For the ode15i simulations, a maximum step size of
10-3 was maintained, while in the case of ode4 the fixed-step was kept at 10-4,
in order to reflect how the implicit method permits larger step sizes.
It can be seen how the the fixed-step explicit method ode4 remains almost
unaffected by the dimensions of the system to solve, the computer time growing
only marginally with the number of unknowns. For an explicit solver, a larger
system only means evaluating a slightly larger matrix.
On the other hand, the implicit solver becomes much slower as the number
of nodes and lines is increased. The computational cost of every iteration,
the solving of the implicit equation (generation of the Jacobian matrix and
determination of the roots), grows to the point it offsets and then surpasses
the gain initially obtained by the reduction on the number of steps.
For an implicit method then, the number of nodes is essential; but it also
is important the way the case is defined, from the network topology to the
capacitances and inductances, and the initial voltage and current conditions. So
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of time required for simulation as the number of
unknowns grows.
as an example, if the way the lines connect to the nodes does not allow power
flow between many of the nodes, then ode15i will be relatively faster because
those unknowns are easy to solve.
In conclusion, because most real HVDC networks do not have hundreds of nodes
and lines, ode15i remains as an alternative, especially for the common cases of
a grid with less than 10–12 unknowns (or around 5–6 nodes), where it performs
better than fixed-step explicit methods. That is, once its maximum step size
has been adjusted, and a certain deviation from the reference of ode45 is not
regarded as unacceptable. For the purposes of determining the maximum step
size that still gives ”acceptable” results (within a 1% error), Eq. 4.3 was found to
not be a very good estimation, just a very rough guess, and the relation between
such a value and the transfer function periods quite variable depending on the
network parameters; however, this does not invalidate the fact that an implicit
method allows larger step sizes.
4.3 MATLAB C/C++ code generation
MATLAB provides tools for generating efficient C and C++ code from a MATLAB
function and all the functions it calls. From the C/C++ code, MATLAB’s codegen
can then build a library, an executable, or, more suitable for optimisation
purposes, a MEX-function. A MEX-file is a function created with MATLAB (MEX
stands for MATLAB executable) that calls a C or C++ (or Fortran) subroutine.
The MEX-files themselves allow the external subroutine to be interpreted, loaded
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and executed from the MATLAB command line, as if they were MATLAB built-in
or native functions (MATLAB 2014).
The idea behind the generation of C code is to speed up MATLAB algorithms (or
parts of them), by generating and executing MEX-functions instead of the original
M-code. The speed-up that can be expected varies greatly from application to
application. If the original code uses a lot of specific MATLAB built-in functions
(such as zeros, inv, rand, cellstr, ...), or relies on toolbox functions (such as from
the Signal Processing Toolbox, or the Partial Differential Equation Toolboxfrom,
etc.) the expected improvement in performance may be inexistent or it may
even be that the MEX-functions are slower to execute.
In this particular case, it would be of interest to generate a MEX-function of
the ODE solvers and/or the ”Model” function, since as was seen they are the
bottlenecks in the simulation performance.
The generation of C code and creation of MEX-files can be automated through the
codegen function. To be able to use this procedure, the MATLAB, and MATLAB
Coder™ softwares must be installed on the computer, as well a C compiler. For
Windows 32-bit platforms MATLAB includes a basic C compiler, but for other
systems, a third-party compatible compiler must be previously installed on the
same computer (for example, for a Mac OS X system, Xcode must be installed).
(On a related note, the produced MEX-files are specific to the platform it was
created in, and incompatible with other systems.) The basic MATLAB syntax of
codegen is as follows:
codegen function -args {input_1, input_2 ...}
To generate C code from a function or file using codegen, the size and data
types of each input (i.e. variables) need to be specified beforehand. MATLAB
is a polymorphic, flexible language (meaning that the same function can accept
input arguments of different sizes and data types, and adjust all operations and
outputs correspondingly), while C is a ”strongly typed” language, requiring the
creation of a slightly different version of a function for every variation of its input
data types and sizes (Kennedy et al. 2004). This holds true for C code generated
through the MATLAB coder, so to implement a function in such a way, the size
and data type of each input must be known ahead of time so that the created
function is the correct alteration.
This means all input variables will have to be initialised in MATLAB before the
code is generated. In addition, a variable in the generated C code cannot vary
in size during the execution, so it will have to be initialised with its maximum
possible size, in order for memory to be preallocated to that size. However,
this also implies the unavailability of certain MATLAB supported capabilities such
as growing an array inside a for loop. (Note that variable-sizing in C/C++ is
possible, even if unsupported through MATLAB’s code generation tools, but that
the resulting C code will be much bigger in size and more inefficient, making its
use as an optimisation tool doubtful.)
Other MATLAB built-in functions such as feval, try structures, and variable length
input lists (i.e. varargin, nargin, ...) are also unsupported or very problematic.
Although most of them can be circumvented (for example, try–catch statements
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are not essential in most cases, and only used for dealing with errors), there
are enough restrictions to make impossible the conversion of ODE variable-step
solver functions, such as ode45 and ode15i, into more efficient MEX-files.
Especially since the salient point of adaptive-step solvers is that the number
of time steps is not known beforehand, and for those programmed MATLAB
algorithms, the C-unsupported capability of size-growing a variable through
indexing is crucial.
Global variables can be used in the generated codes, however the resulting
MEX-files turn out to be slower and less efficient that even the original functions,
owing to the fact that the program must be constantly switching back and forth
between MATLAB and C code to match the global variables values.
A final restriction of codegen also stems from the need of function inputs to
be preallocated a size and data type: functions cannot be used as inputs of
other functions. The way all ODE solvers are structured in MATLAB, they need a
separate function to solve the right-hand side of the system of equations (that
was the purpose of the ”Model” file as seen in Tables 4.1 and 4.2). As a result,
generating efficient C code of the ”Model” and ODE solver will force the use of
nested functions within the same file. That is, the ”Model” function will have to
be placed in the same script as the ODE solver, as a ”secondary” function. In
such a set-up the secondary function can only be called from the primary function
in the same file. In the present case the function called directly from the main
file (”Sim”) is the ODE solver. The droop-control-enfrorcing ”Model” function will
also have to be called directly by its handle and with all necessary arguments,
since feval is not supported, but in this case this is not a problem because all the
variables are numeric.
The function that can finally be converted to a MEX-file through codegen then,
is a modified version of ode4: ode4CG from now on. Its inputs will include
the original ODE solver arguments (initial conditions, time span, step size), and
the ”Model” inputs (such as available wind power, droop control slopes, state
matrices, ...).
Table 4.3: Profile approximation for a codegen-created MEX-file for a
fixed-step solver
Function/file Total time (s) Self time (s)
Sim 8.868 4.141
codegen and related 4.233 4.233
ode4CG MEX-file and related 0.494 0.494
Profiling a simulation with a MEX-file will have to include the time spent with
the generation of that same file. Any modification in almost any parameter
(simulated time span, step size, number of nodes and type, number of
transmission lines) would render a previously-created MEX-file unusable, so it
is only ”fair” to consider the code and MEX-file generation as part of the elapsed
time. Table 4.3 shows a Profile for the same simulation used for the Profile in
Table 4.2, only now generating and executing C code subroutines. (A note on
the results of the Profile: codegen is a complex function that MATLAB Profiler
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separates into many other sub-functions, but here they have all been grouped
together; the execution of the MEX-file has been united with the time spent
calling and passing parameters to the subroutine).
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Figure 4.11: Change in the computer time distribution when using codegen.
Fig. 4.11 compares the execution Profile for a simulation using a fixed-step solver
with MATLAB code, and C code with a MEX-file. The total elapsed time for the
simulation is clearly smaller when using codegen, from about 67 to around 9
seconds. ”Sim” self-time, which as was previously determined consists for the
most part in the generation of a matrix with the available power for every VSC
at every simulated time step, remains the same. The new simulations have an
extra added time which corresponds to the generation and compilation of C code.
However, it is when it comes to the solving of the ODE system that the MEX-file
is revealed to be much superior to the original MATLAB code. Adding up the time
of the ode4 and ”Model” functions, the original ”.m” files took about 61 seconds
to run; the MEX-file with the same functions (joined in a single file) only takes
around half a second. This would mean the C code is in the region of 120 times
faster than the MATLAB code, for this specific model.
Most importantly, the results obtained with the MEX-file are exactly the same as
the ones returned by the original implementation of the ode4 solver, so the error
with respect to ode45RS is also maintained.
In Fig. 4.12 it can be seen how simulations using codegen are faster than ones
that do not, and as the simulated time span is increased (which in this situation,
where the error is not looked at, would be equivalent to reducing the step size:
solving a larger amount of steps), the speed-up offered by the MEX-file is larger.
Using the Profiler in every execution of the program allows to determine whether
each of the main time-consuming functions depends on the simulated time span,
or is a constant value, an ”offset”. For the MEX/simulations, the actual C code
generation, the codegen function, is one such constant. No matter how long
the simulation is, the time spent with this procedure is around 4 seconds in the
case of this network. The execution time of the MEX-file is made up of different
functions, and some of those are also constant and independent of the simulated
time (like ”translating” the variables from MATLAB to the C subroutine and back).
(Note: the very first time codegen is executed for a certain file the process might
be slower, because certain auxiliary files and directories are created; from the
second time onwards, only some files with information on the input data types
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of MEX and MATLAB as the time simulated is
increased.
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and sizes need to be modified, resulting which is a faster process.)
The result of these offsets can be appreciated in Fig. 4.13. For shorter
simulations, the weight of these constants is larger, and the speed-up between
the MEX-based and the original simulation is smaller. (Noted that if the size of
the ode4CG input arguments is not changed, the use of the codegen function is
unnecessary: the MEX-file created with anteriority is still valid. However, the
idea behind a simulation tool is for such inputs (number of nodes, time span,
...) to be able to be easily changed, therefore the codegen procedure is invoked
within the main file, and considered as part of the total time.)
For a span of 5 seconds, the overall speed-up is only of around 4 times, and
the process of solving the system of equations just around 50 times as fast.
However, as the simulated time is enlarged, the time actually spent ”calculating”
outweighs all other times, and the ”true” speed-up between using MATLAB’s code
generation tools or not, is appreciated. From the figure, it can be seen that if
only the execution of the MEX-file itself is considered, the C code is in the region
of 500–600 times faster than the MATLAB code; while the overall gain stays at
around 15 (times), because the ”Sim” self times remain the same. Nonetheless,
those are very sizable improvements, leading to the clear-cut conclusion that,
unless the period of time simulated is extremely short, C code generation should
always be used.
In spite of that, the discrepancy between solver and overall speed-ups might
have to be considered. The results of the Profiler for longer simulations make it
clear that in a MEX-based simulation, the bottleneck in terms of performance is
not the solving of the system of equations as it had been up to this point, but
the time spent with the ”Sim” itself, i.e. calculating parameters and matrices.
The single largest time hog in that file can be picked out to consist in the
generation of a ”PgA” matrix, a matrix containing all the generated power
that will be available during the simulation, for each node and each time step.
This process is not slower, in absolute terms, when the program includes code
generation, but it is relatively, in the sense of how big a fraction of the total
elapsed time it consumes.
Having grasped how much of an improvement a MEX-function can signify, it is
the next logical step to try to implement C code generation to the creation of
that matrix. This, however, proved unsuccessful. The execution of a MEX-file
responsible for ”filling” the ”PgA” matrix is not faster that the MATLAB code with
the same purpose. This may be a result of the presence of MATLAB built-in
functions such as rand and spline, the presence of if ... else statements, or the
fact that the very considerably-sized ”PgA” matrix would have to be an output to
that function, and be passed from the C subroutine to MATLAB, possibly not very
efficiently. But the main reason this was not implemented is because the actual
generation of the C code and creation of the MEX-file (execution of the codegen
function) is very slow for such a function. Comparing with the generation of
the ODE solver code, which took around 4 seconds, the generation of this new
file was found to take in the region of 60 s, which combined with the inexistent
speed-up, makes code generation in such a case futile.
It is possible this could be circumvented, as well as the restrictions in input data
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types and sizes, if the model was programmed directly in C or C++, instead of
programming in MATLAB to ultimately execute a ”hybrid” between MATLAB and
C. However, aside from having to program in an altogether different language,
it would also imply not having access to any of the MATLAB built-in functions.
A final comparison between MEX and non-MEX programs would be one in which
instead of increasing the simulated time span, it is the number of nodes and
unknowns that which is enlarged. Fig. 4.14 shows such a comparison. It is
important to mention that in these simulations the time span was kept at 2
seconds. As seen previously, for such short simulations C code generation is not
as superior to the original functions as it is for longer ones. It can be observed
then, that when the number of nodes is small, the MEX-file outperforms the
original ODE solver, even if not by an enormous amount. (Note the logarithmic
axes.) On the other hand, as more and more unknowns are added to the case
to be solved, the advantage of code generation seems to be lost, to the point
the original configuration is faster or at any rate not slower (the actual execution
of the the ode4CG MEX-file stays slightly ahead of the execution of ode4 plus
”Model”, but the total elapsed time does not).
This graphic is also useful to understand the behaviour of the programmed model
and solvers with respect to a large increase in the system size. The importance of
the number of nodes to computer time, which as depicted in Fig. 4.10 seemed to
be very small for explicit methods, becomes plain when the number is increased
extensively. The relationship is not linear, rather, it seems to follow a growing
slope.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of MEX and MATLAB as the number of unknowns is
increased.
It is quite necessary to remark that real HVDC networks don’t have more than
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30–40 unknowns (nodes plus lines), so for ”realistic” cases C code generation
remains essential. However, this comparison serves to register how the use of
MEX-files for the ODE solver is a great improvement as the simulated span is
elongated, but is not very beneficial for a growing system size or number of
nodes.
4.4 Modification of the analytical model
Under the same principle as the use of implicit step solvers, it might be of interest
to consider how a modification to the mathematical model could be used to try
to avoid the instabilities of the explicit solvers when solving this system of ODEs.
If the stiffness of the system can be decreased, an explicit method will become
more stable, allowing for larger step sizes and ultimately faster simulations.
As stated in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, it is possible to consider first-order
dynamics in the VSC currents. In practical terms, this would make the transitions
in the droop control curve more smooth (especially the changes in slope and
non-linearities). In turn, it can be conjectured that these dynamics would help
fight oscillatory behaviours and in the final analysis enhance the stability of
explicit fixed-step solvers, as applied to such a model.
4.4.1 Current control dynamics to improve performance
When the closed-loop dynamics of the current are considered, the model being
implemented is (obviously) a different one; the system to be solved the one
in Eq. 2.12 instead of the one in Eq. 2.11. The presence of en extra set of
unknowns, ur is not expected to affect the performance by a large quantity,
since as was previously analyzed, the amount of unknowns is only truly relevant
when it grows very large, and the presence of ur only means an increase in that
number of around 3/2. (For example, for Case Study 1, with 4 nodes and 3 lines,
the system will go from having 7 unknowns, to 11). That is, except in the case
of implicit solvers, where the amount of unknowns is very quickly felt on the
performance of the method.
Because an additional behaviour is considered, however, the results with this
model may differ significantly with the previous ones. This for the most part
depends on the value of the time constant of the current controllers, τ , the
”speed” of the current dynamics. If τ is small enough, the system behaves
similarly enough to the previous model that the new system can be considered
as a very valid alternative for a simulation of the system without the current
dynamics.
This means that the time constants can be included in the model without their
effect being perceived, and performance can be improved without committing
a (much) larger error than other versions of the original model. Since the
reasoning behind the inclusion of the current dynamics is that it might be possible
to increase the step size without the instabilities present in an explicit method
becoming apparent, it will be key the adjustment of the τ parameter. Once
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the model includes this parameter, the step size cannot be increased limitlessly,
because it needs to be able to ”capture” those dynamics. As an example, it
would be impossible to solve the new system with a step size of 10-2 (s) with
time constants (τ) of 10-4 (s). Therefore in this sense, to be able to maximize
the step size, it is of interest also maximizing τ .
On the other hand, to reduce the error it is beneficial to minimize τ . The
conclusion being that the time constants need to be adjusted carefully and within
certain limits. Starting from the assumption that an error of a 1% with respect to
ode45RS is acceptable, τ can then be fixed to the maximum value with which the
error stays below the that 1% threshold. The calculation of such a value of the
time constants could possibly be automated, however in the present instance
a possible relationship between τ and the transmission lines transfer function
periods could not be determined.
From that point on, the solver step size can be enlarged until the stage the system
cannot be solved anymore, due to the time constants being too small for that
step size. The relation between the value of τ (all along assuming that all VSC
is the same for all VSC converters) and the maximum usable step size varies
between cases, but stays within the same order of magnitude, and between
approximately 0.8 and 2.0 (so for a time constant of 10-4 (s), it is expected that
the largest working values of step size will be between 8·10-5 and 2·10-4).
For the case depicted in Fig. 4.15 (Case Study 1 with slight modifications),
the largest values of τ that keep the relative error within a 1% of the ode45
reference solution were determined at 1.4·10-3 (s). In order words, for values
of τ of 1.4·10-3 or smaller, the mathematical model including the dynamics
can be considered to model the ”exact” same system as the model without the
closed-loop current dynamics.
The observed behaviour is similar to the implicit method, see Fig. 4.8. That
is, for very small step sizes the solution does not really improve, but instead
it maintains its accuracy through a much larger array of step sizes. With an
acceptable error, the step size can be increased about an order of magnitude (in
this particular case) with respect to the original model without current dynamics.
When the step size gets close to the first-order system time constants it reaches
a ”boundary” from where the error starts growing with extreme rapidity, and
if the step size is increased further the system becomes unsolvable. Note how
before hitting this”wall”, the error actually decreases slightly. This behaviour
was observed for multiple cases, and makes reasonable the assumption that
such optimum step size could be computed in advance, even automatically, once
the values of τ are known; however, the placement of that most optimal of step
sizes was found to vary depending on many variables, including the network and
parameters simulated.
In any case, the step size cannot be enlarged as much as was possible with an
implicit method. One reason is that in the implicit case (as it was set up) there
is no current dynamics and so the step size is not limited by the values of the
time constants. Another reason probably results from the fact that, despite the
addition of the closed-loop dynamics, the problem still has a degree of stiffness
that makes an implicit solver more stable for large step sizes.
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Figure 4.15: Relative error of ode4 when considering the current dynamics,
with respect to ode45RS
However, this alternative holds clear advantages over ode15i: MATLAB’s code
generation tools (codegen and MEX-files) can be used in the same way as they
were used for ode4CG previously (but that cannot with ode15i); and the number
of unknowns does not affect as much the necessary time for the computations.
Overall, the modification of (or inclusion of an additional factor in) the analytical
model is seen to improve the performance of the program. This is analyzed more
in depth in Section 4.5.
4.4.2 Addition of current control dynamics in the simulated model
Even though the idea behind the addition of the current control dynamics (Eq.
2.10) was to improve the computer performance of the MATLAB program, it is
possible that in some cases and for different applications these dynamics are of
interest by themselves. To observe how the time constants in the VSCs affect
the overall system, larger values of τ need to be used. In fact, more realistic
values of current-controller time constants are of around 10-2 (Egea-Alvarez et al.
2013), which is for any reasonable case is enough to ensure that the results from
the simulations actually do model, and actually include the consequences, of the
closed-loop dynamics of the current converters.
Because the results in such a case can and will be very different from what is
considered the reference to be improved upon (as it was laid out earlier in this
project), how truly modeling and including the current control dynamics in the
system can improve the performace of the simulation program will not be dealt
with in this project. Nevertheless, it is obvious that for larger time constants,
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the solver step size will also be able to be increased further, and as a result a
simulation can be executed with less time.
4.5 Final comparisons
In this section, some of the methods that were explained and weighted up
separately in previous sections will now be compared all together.
Not all solvers and configurations were included for these final comparisons. The
original ode45 variable-step method and the second and fourth order fixed-step
methods which include an interpolation function within the solver are much slower
than all the rest of the solvers tried thereafter. There is no case where most
if not all the rest of the methods offer accurate enough results with a much
better computer performance. In order to be able to observe more clearly the
differences between the faster methods then, the earlier slower ones are not
included in the plots below.
Comparisons of all alternatives for all three of the Case Studies defined previously
are included, since for each Case and simulated time span the most optimal
choice can be a different one, and depending on the network parameters, number
on nodes, etc. some methods suitable for one case turn out not to be very
appropriate for another, or vice-versa.
The methods included are:
• Ode4: explicit fixed-step solver, therefore allowing for the calculation of the
generated power before the solver itself starts.
• Ode4+Dyn: including current dynamics.
• Ode4 (MEX): using C code generation and executing the resulting MEX-file.
• Ode4+Dyn (MEX): C code generation for the model which incorporates
current dynamics.
• Ode4+Dyn (MEX)*: with an enlarged step size, the biggest possible with
the selected time constants and error restrictions.
• Ode15i: implicit variable-step solver.
• Ode15i*: with the same step size as ”ode4+Dyn (MEX)”.
• Ode15i**: with the largest step size an implicit method allows, considering
a maximum relative error of 1%.
Even though each option is ”named” after its numerical method and whether the
model includes current dynamics and/or codegen and MEX-files were utilised, the
times depicted, and indeed, the times that are of interest, are the total time it
takes for a simulation to be carried out.
It is really important to mention that, because some of the methods model a
different set of equations, or use different solving algorithms, or the samemethod
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is compared with different step sizes, the committed error is an important factor.
To be able to truly contrast their performances, it was ensured that all options in
the following comparisons present results with an error equal to or smaller than
a 1%. The initial step sizes (i.e. all methods without ”*” or ”**”) were taken as
10-4 (s), since for all methods and cases the results with that step were within
the acceptable range (provided the time constants for the current dynamics were
also adjusted).
For Case Study 1, Fig. 4.16 illustrates the performance of those 8 methods. In
this case, what is being measured is the time it takes for a simulation to take
place relative to how long the simulated span is. In other words, how many
seconds it takes for the program to simulate 1 second of the modeled system
(For example, for a simulation with ode4, it takes about 4–5 times as long to
carry out the simulation as the time that is actually being simulated; if a minute
wants to be simulated, the execution of the program would be expected to take
in the region of 5 minutes). This is contrasted with how many seconds want
to be simulated, so that for different time spans, the best alternative can be
determined.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of various alternatives as applied to Case Study 1.
The results indicate that for shorter periods of time, the implicit method with
a very enlarged step size is the fastest option, while as the time approaches
100 seconds, it is the explicit fixed-step RK4 method with current dynamics
(so that the step size can also be enlarged, even if not as much as with the
implicit solver) and C code generation the alternative with the best results. In
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this particular case, with an implicit method the step size can be increased very
considerably (with 10-2 the results are still inside the 1% margin), and therefore
it offers a good performance with this largest step size. Without increasing the
step size, however, ode15i is the worst among the compared methods, aside
from being the only option that does not get relatively faster the longer the
simulation is. Alternatives based on C subroutines and MEX-files offer a more
determined decrease in relative elapsed time the larger the simulated span (due
to the constant ”offset” of the codegen function, whose weight is lessened the
larger the overall elapsed time is).
Fig. 4.17, depicts the behaviour of each method separately, as compared to its
own performance for a shorter simulation. That is: the relative computer time
with respect to the one for an initial 3-second-spanning simulation, and larger
simulated times with respect to those 3 seconds. What can be extracted from this
graph is howmuch (or how little) the program execution time grows as longer and
longer simulations are performed. While it does not showcase the best method
for any given time span, it gives an idea with which option lengthier simulations
should be carried out. The results only confirm that the larger the time span,
the more advantageous the generation of C code and MEX-file is; coupled with
the data from Fig. 4.16 it becomes clear that code generation should always be
used if at all possible.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of various alternatives as applied to Case Study 1
(II).
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 illustrate the results of the same ”tests” but when the
HVDC network being simulated is Case Study 2. The use of a different set of
parameters (from line capacitances, to nominal powers; droop control slopes,
etc.) means that some of the values need to be adjusted differently. For this
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of various alternatives as applied to Case Study 2.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of various alternatives as applied to Case Study 2
(II).
case, the value of the time constants, τ , needs to be reduced a lot more in
order to ”camouflage” the effect of the line dynamics (so that the error is kept at
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around a 1% at the most). Therefore, it is not be possible for the step size to be
augmented as large an amount as it was for Case Study 1, making the benefits of
adding the current dynamics more nebulous. Coincidentally, in this case the step
size with an implicit method cannot be enlarged as much either, so ultimately
both an implicit method with a ”semi”-enlarged step size and a fixed-step explicit
with code generation offer very similar performances. Observing the growing
tendencies from Fig. 4.19, however, it is clear that if larger spans of time were
needed, ”ode4+Dyn (MEX)*” would be the best alternative.
For Case Study 3 the system simulated is considerably larger than for the
previous two cases. This fact especially affects the implicit methods, which
see a drastic slow-down when the number of nodes and lines is larger (Case
Study 3 includes 19 nodes and 19 lines). A 3-second simulation with ode15i
a maximum step size of 10-4 took 1630 seconds, or about 545 seconds per
simulated second; when the span was increased to 10 seconds, this ratio grew to
840 execution seconds per simulated second. In addition, due to the parameters
that make up this scenario, the error with ode15i surpassed the 1% limit once
the step was increased beyond 2·10-4, and so the fastest simulation that could
be accomplished with any implicit still was about 50 times slower than with any
other method (in the region of 400 seconds per simulated second). As can be
observed in Fig. 4.20, the rest of the methods offer a vastly better performance.
For reasons of clarity, the results with ode15i were not included in these last
plots.
In this case, the maximum values of the time constants, τ , that still only offer a
1% relative error, are further from the initial step size that was the case for Case
Study 2. That, coupled with the non-competitive performance of the implicit
methods result in one option being clearly the best for the simulated time steps:
the fixed-step method with current dynamics and code generation, ode4+Dyn
(MEX)*.
From Fig. 4.21, however, it can be seen how the seemingly far superior
method with the current dynamics does not improve as much with a lengthened
simulated span as in other cases. In fact, it may be discerned how it is the
MEX-based method without current dynamics the one that improves the most as
the simulated time is increased.
For the lengths of time simulated, the method with dynamics and a reduced
step size still clearly outperforms ”ode4 (MEX)”, the larger step size outweighing
other factors. But this may indicate that for a large system such as the network
in Case Study 3, the inclusion of current dynamics, or, most importantly, the
addition of another whole set of unknowns (ur), plus having to solve a larger
system of ODEs, has an effect on the performance, as apposed to the previous
cases where it apparently did not. As was seen in Fig. 4.14 the number of
unknowns is quite important when it is large enough, and it may be the case this
is where that behaviour can start to be appreciated. In other words, it is possible
that for (relatively) long simulated time spans, the best alternative would be one
that does not include the closed-loop current dynamics, but has a smaller amount
of unknowns, even if the step size cannot be reduced as much.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of various alternatives as applied to Case Study 3.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of various alternatives as applied to Case Study 3
(II).
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CHAPTER 5:
Conclusions and future
work
5.1 Conclusions
The two main goals of this project: creating a simulation program with MATLAB
for HVDC networks, and analyzing different numerical implementations in order
to improve the performance of the program; both can be considered as
accomplished.
The results of the optimization study can be roughly summed up thus:
• For simulations shorter than about 30 seconds, and with not more than 7
nodes, use the implicit solver ode15i, with an enlarged the step size. As a
preliminay estimate, a step size 10 times smaller than the minimum among
all transmission line periods will do.
• For any other situation, the explicit fixed-step ode4 with C/C++ code
and MEX-file generation, coupled with VSC current dynamics, is the best
alternative. The only exception is if codegen cannot be used.
• If the computer, or the installed software, or the MATLAB version, does not
support C code generation:
– If the number of unknowns (nodes and lines) is not more than around
14, ode15i with reduced time step should be used.
– If there are more unknowns, ode4 with current dynamics and reduction
of the step size is the most suitable option.
Among the analyzed options and methods, the most suitable implementation for
any final version of the simulation program (as is the one employed in Chapter
3) would use ode4 with current dynamics and C code generation (”ode4+Dyn
(MEX)”), allowing the user to reduce the step size as much as possible, and with
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the same method but without code generation as fallback. Switching from ode4
to ode15i without user input would not be recommended, considering implicit
and explicit solvers use substantially different solving algorithms.
There are some exceptions, cases where other implementations would be more
suitable. For exemple, if an unusually small error needs to be ensured (with
respect to ode45 with very fine tolerances, which can be considered as a
reference for any case), neither an implicit solver nor the inclusion of closed-loop
current dynamics would be appropriate.
The two largest advancements in optimization are the elimination of the need for
an interpolation function to be called for every time step (to obtain the wind
speeds), only possible via fixed-step solvers. And the execution of C-based
MEX-files instead of MATLAB code; despite the restrictions of automatic code
generation, the C subroutine for a fixed-step solver is much more efficient.
5.2 Recommendations for future research
In the process of carrying out this project, further ideas and possible
implementations were considered but not further investgated. Some of these
ideas, might be worth pursuing if research wants to be progressed further
• Approximated values of the current dynamics time constants, τ , that ensure
a small error with respect to the model without the dynamics could possibly
be calculated automatically. It might be possible to establish a relation
between the transmission lines frequencies and τ; then it would only be
necessary to establish the time constants as comparatively less important.
• The programming of a fixed-step explicit method, (such as the RK4 method
here utilised) could be carried out directly in C/C++. This might circumvent
restrictions in input sizes and data types, as well as possibly improve the
performace to a greater extent.
• The generating and filing out of the ”PgA” matrix, with the available power
for every node and time step proves the bottleneck for simulations where
the executed solver is a MEX-subroutine. An alternative programming
of the filling out of this matrix (especially one that sees its performance
improved when generating its C code), or conceivably an altogether different
treatment for generated wind powers would be reasonable place to continue
with the optimization process.
• Since an implicit method is a good alternative to deal with the stiffness
of the modeled system, the programming of an simple, fixed-step implicit
algorithm would probably prove very beneficial. The interpolation function
would be unnecessary then, and it might be possible to further increase its
speed generating an equivalent C-subroutine enclosed as a MEX-file.
In terms of the mathematical model, additional considerations could be added to
make the model more accurate: the dynamics of the line inductances could be
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modeled, or the variation in resistance depending on the current flow, etc. It is
not completely unimaginable that the inclusion of some these behaviours could
have an unforeseen side-effect and benefit the performance of the model.
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Annex A: MATLAB code
Sim.m file
1 %% This f i l e i s meant to be run from the ”Main_Menu. f ig ” GUI Menu; however, i t can
2 %% be used direct ly on i t s own. It needs an Excel f i l e with the parameters of the
3 %% case study on the same folder (the value of the var ”casefilename” must be i t s )
4 %% name) , as well as the ode solver + function ”Ode4CG.m” M−f i l e
5
6 % clearvars ;
7 % close a l l ;
8 % clc ;
9
10 commandwindow; % Puts the command window in front
11 t ic1=t i c ; % Start a l l−simulation long stopwatch
12
13
14
15 %% Parameters
16
17 % Read Excel f i l e
18 try % Tries to read selected Excel f i l e through the ”Main. f ig ” GUI
19 f i l e=casefilename; % A f i l e can also be selected direct ly writing i t s name here
20 xlsread( f i l e , ’ other ’ ) ;
21 catch % If no (or incorrect ) Excel f i l e i s selected , reverts to a default one
22 f i l e=’Case_Study_1 ’ ;
23 warning off backtrace % Issue a warning on the Excel f i l e error
24 warning( ’WarnTests:convertTest ’ , . . .
25 [ ’ Selected f i l e i s incorrect . Reverting to ’ , f i l e , ’ \n ’ ]) ;
26 end
27 l ines=xlsread( f i l e , ’ l ines ’ ) ; % 1st sheet contains each line ’ s parameters
28 vertex=xlsread( f i l e , ’ vertex ’ ) ; % 2nd sheet with node parameters
29 vertex( isnan(vertex) )=0; % Swap NaN values (empty ce l l s ) for zeros
30 simdata=xlsread( f i l e , ’ other ’ ) ; % 3rd sheet with simulation options
31
32
33 % Simulation/Wind parameters
34 tSample=simdata(1); % Wind sample time
35 WindCh=simdata(2); % Wind affects generated power, Y/On (1) or N/Off (0)
36 t0=simdata(3); % Start time simulation
37 t f=simdata(4); % End time simulation
38 StepSize=simdata(5); % Max timestep ode / timestep ( i f fixed )
39 RelTol=simdata(6); % Relative tolerance ode solver
40 AbsTol=simdata(7); % Absolute tolerance ode solver
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41
42
43 % Network parameters
44 LisLin=l ines (: ,1:2) ; % Nodes that define the network l ines
45 LisN=vertex(: ,1) ; % List of nodes
46 nLin=size ( l ines ,1) ; % No. l ines
47 nVSC=nnz(vertex(: ,3) ) ; % No. VSC nodes
48 nN=max(max( LisLin ) ) ; % No. tota l nodes (VSC + intermediate)
49 nIntN=nN−nVSC; % No. intermediate (hub) nodes
50
51
52 % Incidence Matrix
53 A=zeros(nN, nLin) ; % Empty matrix
54 for i=1:nLin % Check every l ine
55 A( LisLin ( i ,1) , i )=1; % A( i , j )=1 i f l ine j connects from node i
56 A( LisLin ( i ,2) , i )=−1; % A( i , j )=−1 i f l ine j connects to node i
57 end
58
59
60 %G Matrix
61 G=zeros(nN,nN); % Empty matrix . G used to unscramble node matrices
62 for i=1:nN
63 G(LisN( i ) , i )=1; % G(k, j )=1 i f node k is in position j in the Excel sheet
64 end
65
66
67 % Resistance , Inductance
68 R=diag( l ines (: ,5) )*1e−3; % R values are in mOhm in the spreadsheet
69 L=diag( l ines (: ,7) )*1e−3; % L values are in mH in the sheet
70
71
72 % Capacitance
73 C=zeros(nN,1) ; % Empty capacitance matrix
74 for i=1:nN % Firs t f i l l matrix with the cap. values of each VSC
75 C(LisN( i ) )=vertex( i ,3) ;
76 end
77 for i=1:nLin % Add to matrix the cap. values of l ines connecting to each node
78 for j=1:2 % If l ine connects to or from node j
79 C( LisLin ( i , j ) )=C( LisLin ( i , j ) )+l ines ( i ,9) /2; % add C_line/2 to C
80 end
81 end
82 iC=inv(diag(C*1e−6)) ; % uF values to F; diagonal and inverse
83
84
85 % In i t i a l Conditions
86 icL=l ines (: ,10)*1e3; % Line currents i n i t i a l values in kA
87 icC=G*vertex(: ,2)*1e3; % Node voltages i n i t i a l guesses in kV
88
89
90 % Windfarms/GS (VSCs)
91 iTau=vertex(: ,8).^(−1); % Time constants of the VSCs ( inverted)
92 iTau( i s i n f ( iTau))=0;
93 iTau=diag(G*iTau);
94 alpha=G*vertex(: ,9) ; % Weibull d istr ibut ion scaling factor (alpha)
95 k=G*vertex(: ,10) ; % Weibull form parameter (k)
96 RatSpd=G*vertex(: ,11) ; % Rated wind speed for wind turbines of each WF
97 isWF=sign(alpha); % isWF(k)=1 i f node k is a wind farm, 0 otherwise
98 nWF=nnz(isWF); % No. of wind farms
99 nGS=nVSC−nWF; % No. of grid stations
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100
101
102 % Droop control parameters
103 umax=G*vertex(: ,4)*1e3; % Maximum current each node can generate
104 umin=umax.*(isWF−1); % Current each VSC can absorb (0 for wind farms)
105 E0=G*vertex(: ,5)*1e3; % Voltage nominal value for each node
106 md=G*vertex(: ,6) ; % Slope proportional section droop control
107 Pg=G*vertex(: ,7)*1e6; % Maximum power each node can generate
108 Pc=Pg.*(isWF−1); % Power each node can absorb
109
110
111 % Line periods , warning i f StepSize is not small enough
112 [omega, zeta]=deal(zeros(nLin ,1) ) ; % Empty matrices
113 for i=1:nLin % For each l ine
114 omega( i )=sqrt ( iC ( LisLin ( i ,2) , LisLin ( i ,2) ) /L( i , i ) . . .
115 +iC( LisLin ( i ,1) , LisLin ( i ,1) ) /L( i , i ) ) ;
116 zeta( i )=R( i , i ) /(L( i , i )*2*omega( i ) ) ;
117 end % Calculates values relat ing to the l ines transfer functions
118 T=(2*pi ) . /(omega.*sqrt(1−zeta.^2)) ; % Periods of the l ines dynamics
119 i f (min(T) /StepSize) < 39.9 % Issue a warning i f StepSize is considered too ”coarse”
120 warning off backtrace
121 warning( ’WarnTests:convertTest ’ , . . .
122 [ ’Your chosen step size of ’ , num2str(StepSize , ’%10.2e\n ’ ) , . . .
123 ’ may not be small enough.\n Please consider using a step size of around ’ , . . .
124 num2str(round(min(T)/40, 3, ’ s igni f icant ’ ) , ’%10.2e\n ’ ) , ’ or smaller .\n ’ ]) ;
125 end
126
127
128
129 %% Wind prof i les
130
131 t i c % Start wind prof i les stopwatch timer
132 fp r in t f ( ’Generating wind prof i les , please wait . . . \n ’ ) ;
133
134 % Time vectors
135 i f tSample>t f % If simulation time is smaller than wind sample time
136 tSample=t f ; % simulate wind prof i les just for simulation time
137 end
138 Samples=t0:tSample: t f ; % Intervals when wind changes
139 tWind=t0:StepSize/2: t f ; % Times the wind values are needed (Ode4 uses the midpoint)
140
141
142 % Inverse cumulative Weibull d istr ibut ion function
143 invW=@(alpha ,k,x) alpha*log(−1/(x−1))^(1/k) ;
144
145
146 % Wind values , Generated Power
147 rWind=zeros(nN, length(Samples) ) ; % Empty matrix with ” real ” wind speeds
148 Wind=zeros(nN, length(tWind)) ; % Matrix with simulated ( interpolated ) wind values
149 PgA=diag(Pg)*ones(nN, length(Wind)) ; % Actual gen. power in i t i a l i z ed as nominal power
150
151 rng(3) % Controls random number generated sequence with ’ rand ’ below
152
153 for i=1:nN % For each node
154 i f WindCh==1 && isWF( i )==1% If wind changes are active & node is a wind farm
155 for j=1:length(Samples) % For every interval in which wind speed changes
156 rWind( i , j )=invW(alpha( i ) ,k( i ) ,rand(1)) ./RatSpd( i ) ; % ”Real” wind speed
157 end % Wind speed is ”normalized” in relat ion to the rated speed of the turbine
158 Wind( i , : )=spline (Samples,rWind( i , : ) ,tWind); % Spline−interpolated wind values
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159 for j=1:length(tWind) % For each simulated wind value
160 PgA( i , j )=max(min(Pg( i ) ,Pg( i )*Wind( i , j ).^3),−Pc( i ) ) ; % Actual gen. power
161 end
162 end
163 end
164
165 toc % Read latest stopwatch timer
166
167
168
169 %% Simulation
170
171 % Matrices needed for calculations
172 On=zeros(nN); % Empty matrix no.nodes−by−no.nodes
173 Oln=zeros(nLin ,nN); % Empty matrix no. l ines−by−no.nodes
174 Onl=zeros(nN, nLin) ; % Empty matrix no.nodes−by−no. l ines
175 B1=[On,− iC*A, iC
176 L\A’ ,−L\R,Oln
177 On,Onl,−iTau]; % Matrix with ode coeff ic ients multiplying ’x ’
178 B2=[On; Oln; iTau]; % Matrix multiplying ’ud ’ (desired currents VSCs)
179
180
181 %ODE options , times , i n i t i a l values
182 satP=min(PgA(: ,1) , max(Pc,(−md.*( icC−E0)) .* icC) ) ; % Power sat . on i n i t i a l E vals .
183 icu=min(umax, max(umin, (satP) ./ icC) ) ; % VSC currents i n i t i a l values
184 x0=[icC; icL ; icu ]; % In i t i a l values for simulation
185 tspan=t0:StepSize: t f ; % Points in which the ode function calculates / returns solution
186
187 try % Tries to generate C code of the f i l e Ode4CG with ’>codegen ’
188 % Code generation
189 t i c % Start codegen stopwatch timer
190 fp r in t f ( ’ \nGenerating C code for faster simulation , please wait . . . \n ’ ) ;
191 codegen Ode4CG −args {tspan−t0 ,x0,nN,umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2}
192 toc % Read latest stopwatch timer
193
194 catch % If the computer/MATLAB version doesn ’ t allow code generation (or there is
195 % an error ) , i t procedes with the simulation with Ode4CG.m in MATLAB (slower) code
196 fp r in t f ( ’ \nCould not generate C code for faster simulation . ’ ) ;
197 fp r in t f ( ’ \nSlower simulation now starting , please be patient . . . \n ’ ) ;
198 t i c % Start ”slow” simulation stopwatch timer
199 [x] = Ode4CG(tspan−t0 ,x0,nN,umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2);
200 toc % Read latest stopwatch timer
201
202 end
203
204 % MEX−Simulation
205 t i c % Start ” fast ” simulation stopwatch timer
206 fp r in t f ( ’ \nNow simulating , please wait . . . \n ’ ) ;
207 [x] = Ode4CG_mex(tspan−t0 ,x0,nN,umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2);
208 toc % Read latest stopwatch timer
209
210 fp r in t f ( ’ \nSimulation finished .\n ’ ) ;
211 toc1=toc( t ic1 ) ; % Display tota l time elapsed for the simulation
212 fp r in t f ([ ’ Total elapsed time is ’ ,num2str(toc1) , ’ seconds .\n\n ’ ]) ;
213
214 %% No postprocessing takes place in this f i l e ; use the Plots ” section ”
215 %% on the ”Main. f ig ” GUI, or the Plots .m f i l e direc l ty for plots .
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Ode4CG.m file
1 function Y = Ode4CG(tspan ,y0 , . . .
2 nN,umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2) %#codegen
3
4 %% Ode4: Solve d i f fe rent ia l equations with a non−adaptive method of order 4.
5 %%
6 %% Y = ODE4(TSPAN,Y0, FUNMODEL) with TSPAN = [T1, T2, T3, . . . TN] integrates the
7 %% system of d i f fe rent ia l equations y ’ = f ( t ,y) by stepping from T0 to T1 to TN.
8 %% Function FUNMODEL (T,Y) must return f ( t ,y) in a column vector . The vector Y0
9 %% is the i n i t i a l conditions at T0. Each row in the solution array Y corresponds
10 %% to a time specif ied in TSPAN.
11 %%
12 %% Y = ODE4(TSPAN,Y0,P1,P2 . . . ) passes the additional parameters P1,P2 . . . to
13 %% the derivative function as FUNMODEL (T,Y,P1,P2 . . . ) .
14 %%
15 %% This is a non−adaptive solver . The step sequence is determined by TSPAN but the
16 %% derivative function ODEFUN is evaluated multiple times per step . The solver
17 %% implements the c lass ica l Runge−Kutta method of order 4.
18 %%
19 %% Example
20 %% tspan = 0:0.1:20;
21 %% y = ode4(tspan ,[2 0] ,@vdp);
22 %% plot (tspan ,y(: ,1) ) ;
23 %% solves the system y ’ = vdp1( t ,y) with a constant step size of 0.1, and plots
24 %% the f i r s t component of the solution .
25
26 i f ~isnumeric(tspan) % Make sure that tspan contains only numbers
27 error ( ’TSPAN should be a vector of integration steps . ’ ) ;
28 end
29
30 i f ~isnumeric(y0) % Make sure that y0 contains only numbers
31 error ( ’Y0 should be a vector of i n i t i a l conditions . ’ ) ;
32 end
33
34 h = d i f f (tspan); % Vector with a l l the step−sizes
35 i f any(sign(h(1))*h <= 0) % Make sure that there are no ’negative ’ step−sizes
36 error ( ’ Entries of TSPAN are not in order . ’ )
37 end
38
39 neq = length(y0); % Number of unknowns/equations to solve
40 N = length(tspan); % Number of timesteps
41 Y = zeros(neq,N); % Empty solution matrix: no.unknowns−by−no, timesteps
42 K = zeros(neq,4) ; % For each timestep RK4 calculates 4 values of the approx. slope
43
44 Y(: ,1) = y0; % The solution for the f i r s t timestep are the i n i t i a l conditions
45 for i = 2:N % For the 2nd timestep and onwards
46 t i = tspan( i−1); % In i t i a l time for the step
47 hi = h( i−1); % Step−size for the timestep
48 yi = Y(: , i−1); % The i n i t i a l sol . for the timestep is the f ina l from the previous one
49 K(: ,1) = funmodel( t i , yi ,nN, . . .
50 umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2); % K1 = f ( t i , yi )
51 K(: ,2) = funmodel( t i+0.5*hi , yi+0.5*hi*K(: ,1) ,nN, . . .
52 umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2); % K2 = f ( t i+h/2, yi+K1*h/2)
53 K(: ,3) = funmodel( t i+0.5*hi , yi+0.5*hi*K(: ,2) ,nN, . . .
54 umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2); % K3 = f ( t i+h/2, yi+K2*h/2)
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55 K(: ,4) = funmodel(tspan( i ) , yi+hi*K(: ,3) ,nN, . . .
56 umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2); % K4 = f ( t i+h, yi+K3*h)
57 Y(: , i ) = yi + (hi /6)*(K(: ,1) + 2*K(: ,2) + 2*K(: ,3) + K(: ,4) ) ;
58 % y[n+1]=y[n]+(h/6)*(K1+2*K2+2*K3*K4)
59 end
60
61
62
63 function dxdt=funmodel( t ,x,nN,umax,umin,E0,md,Pc ,PgA,StepSize ,B1,B2)
64
65 %% FUNMODEL solves the right−hand side of the system of d i f fe rent ia l equations
66
67 E=x(1:nN); % Node voltage values , the f i r s t nN values in the solution matrix
68 satP=min(PgA(: , single((2*t /StepSize)+1)) , . . .
69 max(Pc,(−md.*(E−E0)) .*E)) ; % Power saturation in VSC nodes
70 ud=min(umax, max(umin, (satP) ./E) ) ; % Current saturation ; VSCs currents
71
72 dxdt=(B1*x+B2*ud);
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Plots.m file
1 %% This f i l e i s meant to be run from the ”Main_Menu. f ig ” GUI Menu; however, i t can
2 %% be used direct ly on i t s own.
3 %%
4 %% GUI_type: type of plot ( integer ) ;
5 %% 1: Node voltage(s)
6 %% 2: Line current (s)
7 %% 3: Real VSC curve(s)
8 %% 4: Ideal VSC curve(s) (Based on the desired currents from the Droop Control )
9 %% 5: VSC current (s) (Compares the VSC currents , u, the ’ ideal ’ ( desired) values
10 %% and the ’ real ’ ones)
11 %% 6: Wind prof i le (s) (Available wind power for wind farms)
12 %% 7: Network topology (Approximated)
13 %% GUI_number: string containing the numbers of the nodes or l ines to plot ,
14 %% separated by commas ( i f number doesn ’ tplot exist , i .e. ”0” , a l l nodes
15 %% or l ines are plotted )
16 %% GUI_checked:
17 %% 0: plots every selected node/ l ine in i t s own subplot
18 %% 1: plots a l l selected nodes/ l ines in the same (main) plot
19
20
21 %% Parameters
22
23 clearvars −except x l ines vertex simdata rWind GUI*
24
25 set (0 , ’ units ’ , ’ pixels ’ ) % Set screen resolution default unit to pixels
26
27 i f exist ( ’GUI_type ’ , ’ var ’ )>0
28 type=GUI_type;
29 else % If GUI_type iss undefined , assume 1
30 type=1;
31 end
32
33 i f exist ( ’GUI_checked ’ , ’ var ’ )>0
34 checkall=GUI_checked;
35 else % If GUI_checked is undefined , assume 0
36 checkall=0;
37 end
38
39 i f exist ( ’GUI_number ’ , ’ var ’ )>0
40 n=str jo in ( s t r sp l i t (GUI_number, ’ , ’ ) ) ; % Spl i t numbers with ” , ”
41 n=str jo in ( s t r sp l i t (n, ’ , ’ ) ) ; % Allow also numberts separated by ” ,”
42 n=st r sp l i t (n, ’ ’ ) ; % Allow also numberts separated by ” ”
43 n=str2num(char(n) ) ; % Convert the string matrix into a numeric one
44 else % If GUI_number is undefined , assume i t ’ s empty
45 n=[];
46 end
47
48 tSample=simdata(1); % Wind sample time
49 WindCh=simdata(2); % Wind affects generated power, Y/On (1) or N/Off (0)
50 t0=simdata(3); % Start time simulation
51 t f=simdata(4); % End time simulation
52 StepSize=simdata(5); % Max timestep ode / timestep ( i f fixed )
53 LisLin=l ines (: ,1:2) ; % Nodes that define the network l ines
54 LisN=vertex(: ,1) ; % List of nodes
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55 nN=max(max( LisLin ) ) ; % No. tota l nodes (VSC + intermediate)
56 nLin=size ( l ines ,1) ; % No. l ines
57 nVSC=nnz(vertex(: ,3) ) ; % No. VSC nodes
58 G=zeros(nN,nN); % Empty matrix . G used to unscramble node matrices
59 for i=1:nN
60 G(LisN( i ) , i )=1;
61 end % G(k, j )=1 i f node k is in position j in the Excel sheet
62 isWF=sign(G*vertex(: ,9) ) ; % isWF(k)=1 i f node k is a wind farm, 0 otherwise
63 isVSC=sign(G*vertex(: ,3) ) ; % isWF(k)=1 i f node k is a VSC, 0 otherwise
64 umax=G*vertex(: ,4)*1e3; % Maximum current each node can generate
65 umin=umax.*(isWF−1); % Current each VSC can absorb (0 for wind farms)
66 icCplot=G*vertex(: ,2) ;
67 E0=G*vertex(: ,5)*1e3; % Voltage nominal value for each node
68 md=G*vertex(: ,6) ; % Slope proportional section droop control
69 Pg=G*vertex(: ,7)*1e6; % Maximum power each node can generate
70 Pc=Pg.*(isWF−1); % Power each node can absorb
71 tp lot=t0:StepSize: t f ; % Time values for plots
72 xplot=x; % Voltage/current values for plots
73 i iTau=vertex(: ,8) ;
74 while length( tplot )>1e5
75 xplot (: ,1:2:end)=[];
76 tp lot (: ,1:2:end)=[];
77 end % Reduce the no. of points to plot to speed up plott ing in very long simulations
78
79
80 %% Plots
81
82 try
83
84
85 %% Plot node voltage(s)
86
87 i f type==1
88 f igure ( ’ Position ’ , .85*get(0 , ’ screensize ’ ) , ’Name’ , ’Node voltage(s) ’ ) ;
89 hold on
90 i f isempty(n)
91 n=(1:nN) ’;
92 end
93 for i=1:length(n)
94 grid on
95 i f checkall==0 && length(n)>1
96 subplot (round( length(n)/2) ,2 , i )
97 hold on
98 i f isWF(n( i ) )==1;
99 plot ( tplot , xplot (n( i ) ,:)*1e−3, ’b ’ )
100 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’VSC node ’ , int2str (n( i ) ) , ’ (WF) ’ ]) ) ;
101 else
102 i f isVSC(n( i ) )==1;
103 plot ( tplot , xplot (n( i ) ,:)*1e−3, ’ r ’ )
104 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’VSC node ’ , int2str (n( i ) ) , ’ (GS) ’ ]) ) ;
105 else
106 plot ( tplot , xplot (n( i ) ,:)*1e−3, ’k ’ )
107 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’VSC node ’ , int2str (n( i ) ) , ’ (Hub) ’ ]) ) ;
108 end
109 end
110 else
111 plot ( tplot , xplot (n( i ) ,:)*1e−3)
112 end
113 ylabel ( ’E_k [kV] ’ ) ;
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114 xlim([0 max( tplot ) ]) ;
115 end
116 xlabel ( ’Time [s] ’ ) ;
117 grid on
118 i f length(n)>1 && checkall==0
119 subplot (round( length(n)/2) ,2 , length(n)−1)
120 end
121 xlabel ( ’Time [s] ’ ) ;
122 i f checkall==1
123 t i t l e ( ’Node voltages ’ )
124 command=[];
125 for i=1:length(n)
126 command=[command,{[ ’Node ’ ,num2str(n( i ) ) ]}];
127 end
128 legend(command)
129 end
130 hold off
131 end
132
133
134
135 %% Plot l ine current (s)
136
137 i f type==2
138 f igure ( ’ Position ’ , .85*get(0 , ’ screensize ’ ) , ’Name’ , ’ Line current (s) ’ ) ;
139 hold on
140 i f isempty(n)
141 n=(1:nLin) ’;
142 end
143 for i=1:length(n)
144 grid on
145 i f checkall==0 && length(n)>1
146 subplot (round( length(n)/2) ,2 , i )
147 end
148 plot ( tplot , xplot (n( i )+nN,:)*1e−3)
149 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’ Line ’ , int2str (n( i ) ) ]) ) ;
150 ylabel ( ’ I [kA] ’ ) ;
151 xlim([0 max( tplot ) ]) ;
152 end
153 xlabel ( ’Time [s] ’ ) ;
154 grid on
155 i f length(n)>1 && checkall==0
156 subplot (round( length(n)/2) ,2 , length(n)−1)
157 end
158 xlabel ( ’Time [s] ’ ) ;
159 i f checkall==1
160 t i t l e ( ’ Line currents ’ )
161 command=[];
162 for i=1:length(n)
163 command=[command,{[ ’ Line ’ ,num2str(n( i ) ) ]}];
164 end
165 legend(command)
166 end
167 hold off
168 end
169
170
171
172 %% Plot real / ideal VSC curve(s) / VSC current (s)
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173
174 i f type==3 || type==5
175 [Windplot , satPplot , uplot , coef]=deal (zeros(nN, length( tplot ) ) ) ;
176 PgAplot=diag(Pg)*ones(nN, length(Windplot) ) ;
177 for i=1:nN
178 i f WindCh==1 && isWF( i )==1
179 Windplot( i , : )=spline (t0:tSample: tf , rWind( i , : ) , tp lot ) ;
180 for j=1:length( tplot )
181 PgAplot( i , j )=max(min(Pg( i ) ,Pg( i ) .*Windplot( i , j ).^3),−Pc( i ) ) ;
182 end
183 end
184 satPplot ( i , : )=min(PgAplot( i , : ) ,max(Pc( i ) , . . .
185 (−md( i ) .*( xplot ( i , : )−E0( i ) ) ) .*xplot ( i , : ) ) ) ;
186 uplot ( i , : )=min(umax( i ) , max(umin( i ) , ( satPplot ( i , : ) ) ./ xplot ( i , : ) ) ) ;
187 end
188 end
189
190 i f type==3
191 Pgdelay=int64(.5*max((( i iTau ./ StepSize) ) ) . /( length(x) / length(xplot ) ) ) ;
192 for j=Pgdelay+1:10:length( tplot )
193 coef (: , j )=max(PgAplot (: , j−Pgdelay) ./Pg , . . .
194 satPplot (: , j−Pgdelay) ./( xplot (1:nN, j ) .*(umax)) ) ;
195 end
196 end
197
198
199 i f type==3 || type==4 || type==5
200 [ satPplotct , uplotct]=deal (zeros(nN, length( tplot ) ) ) ;
201 for i=1:nN
202 satPplotct ( i , : )=min(Pg( i ) ,max(Pc( i ) , . . .
203 (−md( i ) .*( xplot ( i , : )−E0( i ) ) ) .*xplot ( i , : ) ) ) ;
204 uplotct ( i , : )=min(umax( i ) , max(umin( i ) , ( satPplotct ( i , : ) ) ./ xplot ( i , : ) ) ) ;
205 end
206
207 pos0=round(−t0/max( d i f f ( tplot ) ) )+1;
208 i f isempty(n)
209 n=isVSC.*(1:nN) ’;
210 n(n==0)=[];
211 end
212 end
213
214 i f type==3
215 f igure ( ’ Position ’ , .85*get(0 , ’ screensize ’ ) , ’Name’ , ’ Real VSC curve(s) ’ )
216 e lse i f type==4
217 f igure ( ’ Position ’ , .85*get(0 , ’ screensize ’ ) , ’Name’ , ’ Ideal VSC curve(s) ’ ) ;
218 e lse i f type==5
219 f igure ( ’ Position ’ , .85*get(0 , ’ screensize ’ ) , ’Name’ , ’VSC current (s) ’ ) ;
220 end
221
222 i f type==3 || type==4
223
224 for i=1:length(n)
225 i f length(n)>1
226 subplot (round( length(n)/2) ,2 , i )
227 end
228
229 grid on
230 hold on
231 valsV=linspace ( . . .
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232 0.9*min(Pg(n( i ) ) /umax(n( i ) ) ,min(xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ) , . . .
233 1.1*max(Pc(n( i ) ) /umin(n( i ) ) ,max(xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ) ,1000);
234 plot ([0.9*min(Pg(n( i ) ) /umax(n( i ) ) ,min(xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ) . . .
235 1.1*max(Pc(n( i ) ) /umin(n( i ) ) ,max(xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ) ] , . . .
236 [umax(n( i ) ) umax(n( i ) ) ] , ’ c−− ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1) ;
237 plot (valsV ,(Pg(n( i ) ) ./ valsV) , ’b−− ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1) ;
238 plot (valsV,−md(n( i ) )*(valsV−(E0(n( i ) ) ) ) , ’k−− ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1) ;
239 plot (valsV ,(Pc(n( i ) ) ./ valsV) , ’b−− ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1) ;
240 plot ([0.9*min(Pg(n( i ) ) /umax(n( i ) ) ,min(xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ) . . .
241 1.1*max(Pc(n( i ) ) /umin(n( i ) ) ,max(xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ) ] , . . .
242 [umin(n( i ) ) umin(n( i ) ) ] , ’ c−− ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1) ;
243 i f type==3
244 scatter3 (xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:10:end−Pgdelay) , . . .
245 xplot (n( i )+nN+nLin ,pos0:10:end−Pgdelay) . / . . .
246 coef(n( i ) ,pos0+Pgdelay:10:end) , . . .
247 tp lot (pos0:10:end−Pgdelay) ,80 ,...
248 tp lot (pos0:10:end−Pgdelay) , ’ . ’ ) ;
249 e lse i f type==4
250 scatter3 (xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:10:end) , uplotct (n( i ) ,pos0:10:end) , . . .
251 tp lot (pos0:10:end) ,80, tplot (pos0:10:end) , ’ . ’ ) ;
252 end
253
254 axis ([0.9*min(Pg(n( i ) ) /umax(n( i ) ) ,min(xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ) , . . .
255 1.1*max(Pc(n( i ) ) /umin(n( i ) ) ,max(xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ) , . . .
256 1.1*min(Pc(n( i ) ) /E0(n( i ) ) ,umin(n( i ) )−umax(n( i ) )*.1) , . . .
257 1.1*max(Pg(n( i ) ) /E0(n( i ) ) , umax(n( i ) ) ) , . . .
258 ])
259 i f isWF(n( i ) )==1
260 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’VSC node ’ , int2str (n( i ) ) , ’ (WF) ’ ]) ) ;
261 else
262 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’VSC node ’ , int2str (n( i ) ) , ’ (GS) ’ ]) ) ;
263 end
264
265 ylabel ( ’u [A] ’ ) ;
266 zlabel ( ’ t [s] ’ ) ;
267 colormap( jet )
268 set (get(colorbar , ’ T i t l e ’ ) , ’ String ’ , ’Time [s] ’ ) ;
269
270 TextBox=uicontrol ( ’ style ’ , ’ text ’ ) ;
271 set (TextBox , ’ String ’ , . . .
272 [ ’Note: the plots for the wind farm VSC curves are ”normalized” ’ , . . .
273 ’ with respect to the available power at each instant ’ ]) ;
274 set (TextBox , ’ Position ’ ,[10 0 800 30])
275 set (TextBox , ’ Fontsize ’ ,14)
276
277 i f type==3
278 legend( ’u_{max} ’ , ’P_{max} ’ , ’m^ {d} ’ , ’P_{min} ’ , ’u_{min} ’ , . . .
279 ’ Real values ’ , ’ Location ’ , ’NorthEast ’ )
280 e lse i f type==4
281 legend( ’u_{max} ’ , ’P_{max} ’ , ’m^ {d} ’ , ’P_{min} ’ , ’u_{min} ’ , . . .
282 ’ Ideal values ’ , ’ Location ’ , ’NorthEast ’ )
283 end
284
285 end
286
287 xlabel ( ’E_k [V] ’ ) ;
288 grid on
289 i f length(n)>1
290 subplot (round( length(n)/2) ,2 , length(n)−1)
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291 end
292 xlabel ( ’E_k [V] ’ ) ;
293 rotate3d
294 hold of f
295 end
296
297 i f type==5
298 for i=1:length(n)
299 grid on
300 i f length(n)>1
301 subplot (round( length(n)/2) ,2 , i )
302 end
303 hold on
304 plot ([0 max( tplot ) ] ,[umax(n( i ) ) umax(n( i ) ) ] , ’ c−− ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1)
305 plot ( tplot (pos0:end) ,PgAplot(n( i ) ,pos0:end) . / . . .
306 xplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end) , ’b−− ’ , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1) ;
307 plot ( tplot (pos0:end) ,uplot (n( i ) ,pos0:end)) ;
308 plot ( tplot (pos0:end) , xplot (n( i )+nN+nLin ,pos0:end)) ;
309
310 i f isWF(n( i ) )==1
311 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’VSC node ’ , int2str (n( i ) ) , ’ (WF) ’ ]) ) ;
312 else
313 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’VSC node ’ , int2str (n( i ) ) , ’ (GS) ’ ]) ) ;
314 end
315 ylabel ( ’u [A] ’ ) ;
316 legend( ’Current l imitat ion ’ , ’Power l imitat ion ’ , ’u_{ideal} ’ , ’u_{real} ’ )
317 end
318 xlabel ( ’ t [s] ’ ) ;
319 grid on
320 i f length(n)>1
321 subplot (round( length(n)/2) ,2 , length(n)−1)
322 end
323 xlabel ( ’ t [s] ’ ) ;
324 end
325
326
327
328 %% Plot wind power prof i le (s)
329
330 i f type==6
331
332 Windplot=zeros(nN, length( tplot ) ) ;
333 PgAplot=diag(Pg)*ones(nN, length(Windplot) ) ;
334 for i=1:nN
335 i f WindCh==1 && isWF( i )==1
336 Windplot( i , : )=spline (t0:tSample: tf , rWind( i , : ) , tp lot ) ;
337 for j=1:length( tplot )
338 PgAplot( i , j )=max(min(Pg( i ) ,Pg( i )*Windplot( i , j ).^3),−Pc( i ) ) ;
339 end
340 end
341 end
342
343 nwp=(1:nN) ’;
344 i f isempty(n)
345 nwp=nwp.*isWF;
346 else
347 aux=zeros( size (nwp)) ;
348 for i=1:length(n)
349 aux(n( i ) )=1;
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350 end
351 nwp=nwp.*aux;
352 end
353
354 f igure ( ’ Position ’ , .85*get(0 , ’ screensize ’ ) , ’Name’ , ’Wind power prof i le (s) ’ ) ;
355 hold on
356 j=0;
357 for i=1:nN
358 i f nwp( i )>0
359 grid on
360 j=j+1;
361 i f checkall==0 && nnz(nwp)>1
362 subplot (round(nnz(nwp)/2) ,2 , j )
363 end
364 plot ( tplot , PgAplot( i , : )*1e−6)
365 i f isWF( i )==1
366 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’Node ’ , int2str ( i ) , ’ (Wind farm) ’ ]) ) ;
367 else
368 t i t l e ( spr int f ([ ’Node ’ , int2str ( i ) , ’ (GS) ’ ]) ) ;
369 end
370 ylabel ( ’P_g [MW] ’ ) ;
371 xlim([0 max( tplot ) ]) ;
372 end
373 end
374 xlabel ( ’Time [s] ’ ) ;
375 grid on
376 i f nnz(nwp)>1 && checkall==0
377 subplot (round(nnz(nwp)/2) ,2 , j−1)
378 end
379 xlabel ( ’Time [s] ’ ) ;
380 i f checkall==1
381 t i t l e ( ’Wind power prof i les ’ )
382 command=[];
383 for i=1:length(nwp)
384 i f nwp( i )>0
385 command=[command,{[ ’Node ’ ,num2str( i ) ]}];
386 end
387 end
388 legend(command)
389 end
390 hold off
391
392 end
393
394
395
396 %% Plot network topology
397
398 i f type==7
399
400 f igure ( ’ Position ’ , .85*get(0 , ’ screensize ’ ) , ’Name’ , ’Network topology ’ ) ;
401 t i t l e ( ’Approximated network topology ’ ) ;
402 hold on
403 P=zeros(nN:nN);
404 aux=1;
405 aux2=inf ;
406
407 while aux<100
408 for i=1:nLin
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409 for j=1:nLin
410 [P( i , j ) , P( j , i )]=deal ( sqrt (2)*rand*max( l ines (: ,3) ) ) ;
411 end
412
413 end
414 for i=1:nLin
415 P( i , i )=0;
416 P( l ines ( i ,1) , l ines ( i ,2) )=l ines ( i ,3) ;
417 P( l ines ( i ,2) , l ines ( i ,1) )=l ines ( i ,3) ;
418 end
419 [YA, eigA] = cmdscale(P) ;
420 i f abs(sum(sum(squareform(pdist (YA)) ) )−sum(sum(P)) ) < aux2
421 Y=YA;
422 eig=eigA;
423 err=abs(sum(sum(squareform(pdist (Y) ) ) )−sum(sum(P)) ) ;
424 i f err<mean(mean(P))/2
425 aux=100;
426 end
427 end
428 aux=aux+1;
429 end
430
431 for i=1:nN
432 i f isWF( i )==1
433 plot (Y( i ,1) ,Y( i ,2) , ’ r* ’ ) ;
434 text (Y( i ,1)+max(max(Y))*.015,Y( i ,2) , ’ (WF) ’ ) ;
435 e lse i f umax( i )~=0
436 plot (Y( i ,1) ,Y( i ,2) , ’ c* ’ ) ;
437 text (Y( i ,1)+max(max(Y))*.015,Y( i ,2) , ’ (GS) ’ ) ;
438 e lse i f umax( i )==0
439 plot (Y( i ,1) ,Y( i ,2) , ’k* ’ ) ;
440 text (Y( i ,1)+max(max(Y))*.015,Y( i ,2) , ’ (Hub) ’ ) ;
441 end;
442 text (Y( i ,1)−max(max(Y))*.04,Y( i ,2) ,num2str( i ) ) ;
443 end;
444
445 for i=1:nLin
446 nstart=l ines ( i ,1) ;
447 nend=l ines ( i ,2) ;
448 plot ([Y(nstart ,1) ;Y(nend,1) ] ,[Y(nstart ,2) ;Y(nend,2) ] , ’b−− ’ )
449 end
450 set ( f inda l l (gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ text ’ ) , ’ FontSize ’ ,14, ’ fontWeight ’ , ’normal ’ )
451 ylabel ( ’y−distance [km] ’ ) ;
452 xlabel ( ’x−distance [km] ’ ) ;
453 hold of f
454 end
455
456
457
458 catch
459 warning off backtrace
460 warning( ’WarnTests:convertTest ’ ,[ ’Could not plot the desired nodes/ l ines . ’ , . . .
461 ’ Please remember that the current model\n has only ’ , num2str(nN) , . . .
462 ’ nodes, of which ’ ,num2str(nVSC) , ’ are VSCs ( ’ ,num2str(nnz(isWF)) , . . .
463 ’ Windfarms) , and ’ , num2str(nLin) , ’ l ines \n ’ ]) ;
464 end
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Modeling and Simulation of an HVDC Network for Offshore Wind Farms
Budget
The project-related costs are broken down in the following table.
Concept Unit cost Units Total
Engineering costs
Initial research and contextualization 25 €/h 75 h 1 875 €
Programming 25 €/h 200 h 5 000 €
Optimization analysis 25 €/h 225 h 5 625 €
Redaction 25 €/h 100 h 2 500 €
Technological resources
MATLAB & Simulink student suite 69 €/u 1 69 €
Amortization of computer hardware 200 €/u 1 200 €
Subtotal 15 269 €
IVA (21%) 3 206.49 €
Total 18 475.49 €
Joan-Bartomeu Pons Perelló
Barcelona, 9 June 2015
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